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PREFACE
"

.
.4 The.ResearCh on Evaluation Program is a fiorthWestRegiOnal

EduckionalLatoratory project of research;.development, testing,
and gaining' designed to create .new evalUationmethodologies for
use in education. This document As .orle.of a:series of papers andf'
reports produced, by program staff,:visiting scholars, adjunct
scholars, and project collaboratorsall m s of a cooperative'

A

network of-colleagues working on the developm t of 'new .

,methodologieS.

How camone'deterali-;/ne the proper mix of educational prograAsto
teceive.reduced7unaing whenAoudget cutbacks' are .necessary? This
.repot provide* an extensive discussion of the usof criterion
.referenced, mathematical modeling procedures:to'deeermine which
budget reductiOnSmihimaily red ce the quaiity of educational
progralis. ParttoB this report plains th basic design of

a
t)

multiple alternatives 'analysis an the, t for use;,.
Part II providee:.thetechnical and mathema cal details of the.
analysis; andpart III contains an extensive example.of the use
of these procedures in,reducing a budget within a local schoOl
district. This report describes a highly technical but workable
solution to the difficult problem,cf reducingschool budge5s.Y

.Nick L. Smith, Editor
Paper and Report Series
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INTRODUCTION TOJHE -SURVEY

;

Educational deciSion-making has evolved. into a most complex

and deMandtng' pocess. What was.once'd realm almost completely

associated with experience and.'erM-chair I:eckoningc administre-..

tive perogative now demands- a highly.informed,'structural and

ofteliequally complex approachto problem -4mediation. Educators

and educational administrators'in'fierticular; haVe over the past.

several,years'arosen to:ignore the need to:develop more'sophisti*-

,cated decision- making strategies. Now however, the direction is

cldar. 'Problems represeritative of desegregation,- declining

enr6J1Meat, school closures; distinct consolidation, ,ettenclance

boundary redistricting, 94-142 compliance and (education's

perennial nemesis),reducedjunding allocation taunt every

educational system, from small school districts through state and

federal offices.

Many of today's cOmplex educational issues can be translated

into what has become known as the
10

"multiple-alternatives problem"

(Who.leBen, 19800t.' 'Foe,' example; ihdeveluating.several elementary

school sttes:for'clOsbre, the question is'no,:.'"whether site-A
. .

versus clOsed" but rather how many. sites and which ones

.;should be deactivated in order to fulfill (1) theNobjectives of

the required decision (what we will come to call 'constraints')

and, (2) the needs.of the.41Strictinvolved (which we will soon

learn is the 'conditional vector'.).` Likewise in'developing
.

.sopkiSticated curriculir Systems; the specialist discovers that

manyelternativeinstructionaloactivities exist which could be

implemented in fulfillment of the irequtrem its for. a,priori

stated instructional .otijectives (themsel es related to desired

concept,- learning). Obvious resource factors such as time, Cost

and the varying. rtise of availeble/personnel,militete against

O

.



the otherwise optimal solution of "doing everything". However,

the actual problem is much more subtle. For example; how related

are'activitles 'A' and 1B1 in regard to satisfying .some aspect of

objective A? Is A more costly'yet more effective,- while B is

less costly but nOt as--effective? Are both A and B similarly .,
dOicient An terms-of time required for presentation and/or

conclusion of the activity(s) itself? And even more subtle, does

the selection of A in terms of some stated objective affggt the

Mictivities that may be chosen for another objective, related. to a

different though required.concept?

Thus, the multiple alternatives approach to modeling various

complex situations in the educational sector is itself a complex

milieu; with the purpose of designing a thorough, highly-

structural decis9ning model to adequately assist the educational

decision-maker in understanding, analyzing and deaisioning (sic)

the multiple alternatives' problems faced today.

The treatise contained within this present paper concerns the

expositon and multiple-alternatives interpretation of another

complex and highly volati problem in education, to wit:.

Given a situation of reduced funding allocation (and

therefore required reduced expenditure) across educational

programs, how many programs will be funded and which ones;

subject to the budget being balanced and the goals of the

school (district) maximized ... while (of course) minimizing

any perceivable negative impact upon the system as a whole.

Th'i's is the context of fiscal roll-backs; that is, "rolling-back"

program execution due to some level of reduced expenditure

necessitated by a fUnding crisi.s..(levy failure, reduced state

2
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and/or federal matching support, cmtthe irrational requirement to

transf ermonies from one account into another (program to

program) because one program is P.L.-mandated,(public'law), while

the other is not (though required nonetheless);

This paper addresses (and hopefully satisfies) three main

goals. First, the reader will gain an understanding of the

budgeting roll -back (alternatives) situation under fiscal crisis.

Contained within this intended understanding will be the investi-

gation of "allocation versus de-allocation" as a fiscally-

oriented decision-making strategy; and the relevance which

traditiTal cost/benefit modeling provides to the interpretation

of a muq4ple-alternatives,framework.

Secondly, the reader will be introduced to a relatively

complete (albeit brief but hopefully not cryptic) discussion of

multiple alternatives analysis as a decisioning'model.

Principles from the generation of collectively-exhaustive deci-

sioning alternatives to the development of system-constraints

upon that decisioni will be presented and Austrated.

Suggestions for valtsting the constructed model will be

provided; and the limitations of the model itself, discussed.

The third and final goal of this treatise is to present the

detailed results from a field-application of the fiscal roll-back

decisioning model. Identification of the various multiple alter-

natives (viz., programs) discussed, the development of the

constraints (system objectives) defined, and the construction of

the modeling framework illustrated. Finally the impact upon the

system of the various programs chosen for funding (or defunding)

will be investigated via certain statistical procedures; and the

role of the modeling constraints demonstrated in terms of the

degree (or extent)a to which the model' "modeled" the simulated

decision- making, environment.

3
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A final word (of caution) is required at this point for the

reader. As discussed in'the last section (IV-A-1) of this paper

(Complex Approaches to Compiex'Issues, pp. 138),yit is

well to understand one of the man,, . (rational as well as

realistic) biases of the authors.

Educational decision-making today is a tricky business, full

of hidden agenda and unforeseen pitfalls. The respeosible

decision-maker views a complex issue as (therefore) complex; and

does not subscribe to the overused adage, "simple solutions to

Nulex problems should be your objective." Obviously, the

proRlem solver cannot attach issues by "making mountains out of

molehills", but must nonetheless recognize each "molehill" as a
1

particulate-source of a "new mountain."

It is not the hidden goal of the authors to convince ;the

reader, that the multiple a4ternatives approach to certain educa-

.dional problems is the, perfect solution.. However, we do very

strongly suggest that it is certainly one of a minority of pre-

ferred techniques which the emerging educational administrator

must be aware of and rudimentarily understand.

Good reading!!

Brent E. Wholeben, Associate Director
Bureau of School Service and Research
University of Washtngton

John A. Sullivan, Assistant Superintendent
Sumner School District
Sumner,Washington
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PART I

EVALUATION OF POTENTIAL BUDGETING ROLL-BACKS

UNDER EDUCATIONAL FISCAL CRISES
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INTRODUCTION

This section explores the philosophical rationale underlying

the modeling Of fiscal alternatives in response to budgeting

cut-backS), an provides a foundation for viewing the program

funding/allot-ation decision as either an !allocation' question L.

(i.e. giving.to) or.a 'deallocation' question (i.e. taking away).,

To illusAte the rudiments of decision liodeling, the basic

trendslof the traditional cost/benefit model are defined and

distussed, especially with regard to applying multiple, competing

criterion measures across multiple (potential) alternatives

solutions. The 'four main criterion foci, of effectiveness,

efficiency, satisfaction and expenditures are discussed relative

to multiple decision evaluation and the ideas of preference and

trade-off (compromise) necessitated by the existence of multiple

criteria in competition with one another are summarizeda

Finally, the application of operations researctephniques as a

tool for evaluating potential alternatives is presented for the

reader's understanding.

Part I prepares the reader for the technical discussipn (to

follow in Part II) regarding the actual construction of the

multiple alternatives model (MAM), through the development of a

MAM-orientation in a fiscal budgeting (allocation, etc.)

situation. Thus this development is situation-specific (to

fiscal management) and will hopefully facilitate the

understanding of the,MAM decisioning context. This parallel

theoretical-application discjision will hopefully allow the more

discerning reader to view the wide-range of application(s)

available to the multiple alternatives design. The reference

bibliography at the conclusion of this report will allow the

masochistically-inclined reader the ability to read more in the

5
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subject of fiscal bddgeting and decision-framework for analyzing

al 1 ocati on stl'ateg .

PHILOSOPHICAL FOUN ATION FOR FISCAL MODELING

u

Fiscal modeling refers to the studying of an environment in

'which some decisions are required concerning funding allocations

and expenditure control. Prhctitioners assume that allocation by

itself is an automatic interval-control for expenditure.

.Forgotten (or consciously misplaced) is the notion which goes

, beyond the question of "how much spent, totally", to the more
,

provpbative and accountable inquiry, "how much spent, how (in

which ways), and where, totally". The decisionsrequired in

order to fund certain programs in lieu of other (equally

deserving) programs necessitate that the decision-maker

(allocator) understands what monies will be spent where, how and

why; and in addition the impact that such expenditure will have

upon the total (e.g. district) program in philosophy as a whole.

To understand such impact (both validly and reliably) and to be

able to make the decision(s) required, certain requirements are

mandated.

First, an obvious need exists to define, develop and measure

various criterion-variables in order to, be able to compare the,

alternatives; and measure the impact of their funding versus

non-funding to the system as a whole. For example, women.'s ath-

)letic programs in higher education have been highly subsidized on

some campuses by income from the men's dillegiate-varsity sports

programs, and from other specially ear-markeg fund's out of the

pneral student- programs administration budget. As budgeting



cutbacks becom a fiical reality ill higher education, and

increased costs gravate the existence of, less monies; the

women's sport pro am beComes a likely candidate for 'cutback'

or complete de unding (cut-off). A sample of the impact-criteria,

required by thi5 decisioning situation might qg noted as:

(1) 'peasures(s) of total savingt, delineated into sub-

expendiiure,(object codes),'so that he worth of.each

'savings' (or 'expenditure') area is'siknowh;

(2) measure(s) of total impact.to the.prevaiTing4ampus phi-.

losophy of equal oPportunity,equity and affii'mative

action;.and

(3.) measure(s) of relativd worth in retaining or discon-

tinuing this program, compared to other prograMs

(alternatives) which could provide equal revenue savings

(eg. campus and grounds maintenance, security, remedial

("bone-head") lower-division courses).

It should be clear that two factors..are operating in any

MAM-decision. First, the'need exists to maximize the positive

impact to the-system, while minimizing any negative by-products.

Second, there must be a near-exhaustive (though empirically

impossible) collection of criteria through which to Measure both

positive as well as negative impact. In reality, it becomes

(itself) a goal of the model builder: to utiliie the best

kind(s) and most type(s) of criteria in order to validate model

results.

Maximizing Program Goals WithinBudgetary Limitations

Funding cutbacks relate both to the specific form of. program
(e.g. student activities, gifted education, transportation) and
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1

to the more generic definition in which the collection of all

,programs becomes the 'program' of a higher order (e.g.' the same

district prcigrW. In,maximizing the 'good' and minimizing the

'evil', the decision -maker must be alert to which level of

program is beingreerenced. Obviously a criterion related to

the co-curd cular por'tibn of a student ettivitip program, r.

"to maximize the qua ity and extent,of.each"student's

participation Within co-curricular activities,"

may have greater weight to the SBG/ASB advisor than to the prin-

cipal who needs a higher funding level for a 'back-to-basics'

remedial curriculum.

At either level, the focus is identical:,

"to maximize prOgram goals within budgetary limitations",

while-minimizing the impact of any budgetary cutback decisions to

the system as a whole.: Fiscal modeling thus takes on the

appearance of a system of,compromise =-,that which is possible

versus that'which is desired. By juxtapositioning maximal bene-
.

fit'ageinst minimal harm, each fiscal. alterntive's "weight" and

"importance" become readily apparent, and available for com-

parative evaluation:

Partial Defunding v. Selective Deallocation

Parallel to the discussion on-maximizing' program goals

(desired outcomes) within established budgetary 1-imitations is

the economic notion of a 'break-even point'. Often times, the

8
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educational decision-maker announces a cut-back decisioA on a

perc t (or percentage) decrease in allocations. The program

chairs are advised to "do their best with less",'often without

refleCtions upon whether the resulting limits placed upon program

goals can be realistically ëieved. At some. point (the

'break-even point') reduced expenditure (reduced funding) results

in program performance accuring below acceptable program goals;

and thus opens a forum for discontinuing that program's op .ation

which would then'i'esult in the savings of the total potential

expenditure, The decfsioriHmaker.must. take into account, 'however,

the potential of negative outcome to the.system; and thereby con-

sider an increase of funding' to that particular program, with.

commensurate decrease to another program(s).

Clearly, this decision process is complexi Not.only must all

combinations and permutations of the programs being compared

(multiple alternatives) be analyzed, but the system impact of

each combinatorial permutate must Also be assessed across all

criteria. (Sound i frightening, does it not?). This line of

thought is further 'aggravated by the aforementioned notion of

"multiple funding levels" per program. Yet as'hopeleSsly ridicu-
,

lous as it,may appear, the decision must be made -- and is being

made in every funding cycle of every district.

Two avenues of approach to the allocation decision may be

thade. First, reduced funding allocation is permissable if add

only if the resulting redu d allocation does not "significantly"

(or thagnitudinally) lower oth specific and generic program

goals, below some agreed-upon acceptable levet. That is, why

fund a program that cannot fulfill its program goals at a reduced

expenditure level? The second approath however is a more direct

maneuver than the partial defunding approach, and can best be

described as selective deallocation:

21



Consider the various multiple alt rnatiNst.as specific

-programs Whose collective outcomes for ,the-district's gene0t. .

program orientation': .Further, consider that some of the programs

are modeled at "full-funding'', some at a "minimally-acceptable

level", and others at some di.sire.,t4oin in between. The deti-
,

sion now becomes to fund (allocate) at full or acceptablk levels,

9r not at all. 'This focus upon selecti e deallocation is of the

utmost importance, -in order. to provide control for regulatory
,

-accountability to the decisioning fram ark-.

,4)Funding Allocation v. Regulatory Accountability

The virtue, "better to give than to receive" cannot be

*lied to fiscal allocation cutback during budgeting crises.

As was said in the preceding sob-to lc, some distinguishable

point must 1)e defined beyond which cut-back decision automati-

cally becomes a deallocate ("cut-b ck") decision. Such decision-

making must come from the generic prOgram administrator; the

specific-pgram chair is not lik ly to voluntarily offer such

suggestions. But since it is tr e, that "it is easier to give

than to account for", the neces ity for some form of'ulatory

accountability is obvious.

The major concern in "hl regard is of a volatile, political

naturq. The decision-maker ust take initiative in determining

the level of acceptable fu ding, and moreover operationalize the

stance that at some "defi ed" point, the program will be deallo-

cated instead of partial) defunded. It is the opinion of the

authors that all fiscal oll-back decisions be made under a'

discrete deallocation ilosoph Y, rather than a progressive par-

tial defunding scheme. Such a structured, disciplined approach

is more than offset b the enhanced accountability to the modeled

fiscal system.

10
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as,

Full Systems' Orientation To Input

A-Model'of a fiscal system;. assisting the decision%making

framework-for selecting programs to be funded or defunded

(rolled-b.aCk) is only as reliable,as its ability to simulate that

system. Reminiscent of the days of systems' planning, organiza-

tibnal development and participati,vevamagement; a fiscal

system's-model must so accurately simulate the original

environment, that any influence (criterion-related)-76 the real

system is also'influential to the fiscal model

modeled). Furthermore, output.from thesystems':model-due to

modification of those criterion-variables explaining

(constraining) the simulated framework, must also reflect the

changes expected to thereal,system reliably modeled).

Such a one -to -one correspondence between reality and simulated

model requires a full systems' orientation to input.

Input to any model simulation refers
4

generally to the effect

. imposed upon the model by the criterion- variables used to-.

exemplify the real system; such criterion-referenced measures are

known as constraints. The utility of full systems' constraints

in accurately an''consistently modeling reality is witnessed in

three areas'.. First, the rel.system is controlled by the main

and interactiveeffects of input from innumerable sources, both

internal and external to the system. In the multiple alter -

..natives context, such sources are modeled via.the use of *multiple

,competing criteria.. Although certain sources may be more

'influential (i.e. weighted) than others, nevertheless no single

input (effect) exists in i olation from the co-related effects

(inputs) from other sourc

Secondl%, the source of multiple criteria may itself some

from multiple sources throughout the system. For example, in.
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deciding upon a certain curricular program for implementation, a

reasonable criterion measure woul'4 be the extent of Perceived

effectiveness in instituting the: designed learning change.. Such

peKeived.diange however might .be different for each individual

subgroup:- teachprs, administrators, students and parents.

Althcps.a measure of 'learning affeCyveness''iS.desirable',

necessary also will.bethe modeling ofa decisioning process

where each of four sources are-model d independently ,(thOugh

simultaneously). the model were t use only a single

constraint to input a composite measur of effectiveness, ihe.-

original variance between therfive groups would be lost; and the

system. inaccurately models the environment surrounding the

decision.

Finally, a full system's1 orientation to. input must be 'modeled

so as to allow an ability tocompare inputed criterion measures

(constraints). across the alternative programs. Only then can an

adequate "consensus" model be, developed to portray these. system

sources of *pact.

PROGRAM BUDGETING FOR AN ALLOCATION/DEALLOCATION

FISCAL STRATEGY L.

The reader will recall that a decision 'for allocation or

dealloca0on of funding requires a discrete budgeting -level

framework. By discrete, we mean that if a particular, program can

satisfactorily accomplish an acceptable number of its goals with

reduced funding, the specific,level of reduced funding must/be

identified. and defined for that program. In this way, a multiple

alternatives decisioning model for evaluating programs for fiscal

12



roll -back can alsckassess a limited number of discrete levels o

funding fon-,any particular program. Therefore, prograM 'A'-at.'

full funding exhibits various measures' of performance on such

:pertinent criteriaas effectiveness and efficiency, as well as

expenditure level., If it is ascertained that ,a certain part of. A:-

could be omitted from prograth implementation without signifi-

cantly compromising A's worth,. then it is reaSdnabileto ev:a14,ate
.

!AX! along with A'as two entirely separate feaSible alternatives:

That is, 'AX' will alSo exhibit its own measul-es of effectiveness

and efficiency, with a reducgd criterion, measure for,required

expenditure level.

A note of caution and clarification,is necessary here. .The

'authors, accepting the discrete level of funding in modeling
4funding.differenies, thereby reject the closely related idea of

partial funding. 4is percent reduction. It is impossible to

ascertain the effect upon a program of an intended 12 percent cut

in allocation, unless the dollars associated with the 12 percent

are identified specifically within the program. The act of

"divoting-up" (sic) the reduction-across all shares equally is

both unreasonable and irrational (but we choose not to overstate

our case).

Builiding the Fiscal Program System

The decisioning fraMework surrounding funding levels and

revenue allocation has often traditionally beeh related to the

concept of system-building. Under this paradigm, no pr grams 1

exist a'priori, and therefore all potential programs c pte
(though unequally) for some proration ;of the total avai ble
budget. EduCation became very enamoured with this,concept of
budgeting, referred to as zero-base budgeting; and.many units

used the concept during the early 1970's.

13
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The philosophical elegance of a 'zero-base' model is

interesting, if not intoxicating: requiring -each hsprogram

sit its 'roots' and thus 'stand' the challenge .from. other com.

petitive programs as they support their.claimS-for even

increasing levels of projected expenditure. Others belfeve that

the elegance ofthe model ends with 6e statement of its

philosophy),
V47

,

Selecting programs for funding (th4t:is, system bOilding). can

also be viewed as an assessment procedure-for evaluating certain

alternative 'programs to be added to an already on-going-,system,

and thereby providesche degree 'of enhancement to the system's

mission. Under funning crises however, the question is

(normally): what do. we cut ?; not, what do we add? For this

reason, the modeling 'Clf a fiscal q11-back.decision-making pro-

cess :can easily assume the operational characteristics of the

zerO-b,a5e framework; that is, based upon a certain redpded expen-
.

diture budgeti INht neduced number of programs will continue to

be funded?;,the balance of the currently °berating programs.

(nom-selective) to then be discontinued:

Revising the Fiscal Program. System,

An alternative to the philosophy of building' anew the system

in order to indirectly determine cutbacks, is theidea.pf:' *

given ,the .current system of operating programs and their

impact/effect upon the system as a' whole,PWhat programs

can. be directly selected for roll=back ban,d upon their

modeled performance criteria'?



Through the philosophical stance of revision, the overall Objec-

tive,becomes to choose programs for deallocation while minimizing

a decreased satisfaction of required/desired system goals, etc.

In the:Lase of fiscal roll-backs, a revision approach is the pre-

ferred procedure, though in a modified sense.

Since,manyiedcational systems are so large_ as to have

hUndreds of model-related prog*rams, it would be very time -

consuming to require the modeling of entire systems. An alter-
.

,Aative is to model only those alternatives (programs potentially
c).

available for cut-back); and'to choose from this list of

'feasible' expendable programs for solving the fiscal, roll-back

issue.

From, a modeling protocol, the role of constraints in guiding

the fiscal roll-back decision may be seen-as: minimizing the

loss of the contribution to total systems effectiveness and

efficiency; while concurrently maximizing the expenditure dif-

ferential which is destined for roll-back.

Benefits of Itemized Budgeting and Delineated Programming

As discussed earlier, the use of delineated programming in

the form of multiple program versions, with,different projections

of discrete levels of funding, can be very beneficial in modeling

fiscal systems for roll-backs. It was also stated that knowledge

of the level of required funding (as a composite measure) was not

as useful as a differentiation of the required allocation into

specific delineated object areas of expenditure.

The.typical'educ4tional budget is grouped into a series of.

expenditure areas (called objedis) which pertain to $ h foci as

15
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salaries, benefits, supplies and materials, equipment and capital

outlay. In a roll-back decision, it is reasonable that the

decision-maker may desire to cocstrain some area (object) of

funding greater than another. For example, the reduction in the

amount of a floated b6nd issue may require cut-backs, such that

the 'capital expenditure object' must be more severely

constrained than other areas of object expenditure. Obviously,

the administrator cannot allow programs to be implemented if a

capital outlay is mandatory, to the success of these programs,

with no capital monies available.

Often times the decision-maker may wish to segregite those

programs which exceed the "average expenditure level' from the

remaining programs for more detailed scrutiny. Such, an eva-

luation could easily be a useful strategy immediately preceding a

full fiscal study of the current operating system. Finally, the

impact upon the system of proposed roll-backs,determined by a

multiple alternatives modeling technique, can only be viewed via

the individual expenditure categories if and only if the indivi-

dual categories were originally modeled.

Testing for Strengths, Weaknesses and Responsiveness to Stated

Needs

Prior to our eminent discussion of the cost/benefit modeling

framework as a historical forerunnee to the more powerful opera-

tions research technique we call the multiple alternatives model,

it is advisable that the rationale underlying our preceding com-

ments be reiterated.

Fiscal funding crises require (normally) some degree of

expenditure,cut-back; it has been the theme of this paper that

16
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such decisions should be program-wholisticall'hly oriented as com-

pared to leveling a certain "equitable" percentage share across

all programs. In other words, it may be more rational to discon-

tinue an entire specific program, as compared to under-funding

several of the generic program's specific entries. To opera-

tionalize this philosophy, all programs are viewed as multiple

alternatives to a.fiscal roll-back decision; and measured cri-

teria are used (as contraints) to evaluate all potential com-

bina ions and permutations of these, alternatives, to determine

how an programs must be cut; and which ones. Discrete levels

of f ding in order to determine various delineated programming

alternatives has been discussed as a recommended procedure.

The rationale in the preceding sections has been presented in

order to introduce a particular philosophy; and that philosophy

reflects the necessity of testing for the comparable strengths

and weaknesses between and among program deallocation

alternatives; and to specifically determine (understand) each

program's (or group of programs) responsiveness to expressed

needs of the problem originally intended for remediation. In

short, to know what a program is doing and how, And to be able to

state that particular program (selected via evaluation

modeling) was 'rolled-back'. Such are the ingredients of a

data-based, accountable decision.

TRADITIONAL MODELING VIA COST ANALYTICAL DESIGN
a

The plethora of cost analytical frameworks has focused mainly 1

upon four Oecific evaluative or modeling designs: cost-benefit,

cost-effectiveness, cost-utility and (though hardly an analytical

17
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framework, per se) cost-feasibility analyses. Some of these

models support the use of multiple criteria related to a single

focus, while other models prefer a singular criterion formed via

the composite of multiple foci; but all models agree upon at

least one postulate:

The analysis Sand subsequent selection) of an alternative

course of action from among multiple alternatives; subject to

the evaluation of each of the alternatives across multiple

(or singular) criteria, which are purported to measure the

alternative's impact upon the system (of decisioning) being

modeled;

and such that:

(1) positive effects to the system are maximized;

(2) negative effects (as by-products) are minimized; and

"(3) neutral effects (as desirable ) are maintained at the

central tendency of measured impact.

To accomplish this end-result, cost-analysis modeling hasdeve-

loped into a science of graphic diSplays, measurement schemes,

and statistical overlays. To date, however, the serious short-

coming of many of the cost-analytical designs has been the

model's inability to adequately control for interactive effects

between (and among) criteria for any particular alternative being

evaluated; and an inherent unreliability to systemically evaluate

a multiple alternatives solution'(where the selection of more

than one alternative is necessary to adequately satisfy the

required demands/needs of the system being modeled). Before,

solving'this difficult problem of multiple solutions across

multiple criteria, the reader must first grasp the more tradi-

tional aspects of cost-analysis design and modeling.

18
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Application of a Decisioning Matrix

The choice of a solution from among multiple alternatives,

via the evaluation of each alternative across multiple criteria,

is easily viewed in a decisioning matrix format (see Figure 1,

p. 20). With each column representing the values of stated cri-

teria for a particular alternative, a m X n matrix is formed;

consisting of m-criteria (measures) across each of n-alternatives

(defined). And as a 5x8 matrix yields (5)(8)=40 cells, so does a

m X n matrix yield (m)(n)=mn measures forevaluation. It-

remains these mn measures which will then be utilized by the

decision-maker to judge which alternative action(s) is (are) the

'best' solution(s) to the problem being modeled.

The decisioning matrix provides a useful formulation for the

eventual modeling of the fiscal roll-back context. Defining, each

of the various alternatives (As, j=1, displayed in Figure

1 as potential programs to be rolled-back in a deallocation

decision, the objective becomes: to select that particular

alternative (A.) which best exemplifies the stated criteria being

, used to make the deallocation decision; and which subsequently

balances the budget. In reality of course the experienced prac-

titioner realizes that more than a single. alternative program may

require roll-back if the criterion objectives are to be met. For

the purposes of instruction and illustration-of the argument

however, only a single-alternative context will be illustrated.

The multiple-alternatives context will be discussed in a later

section. (Your patience will be rewarded.)

For each alternative As, then; there exists a series (column)

of criterion measures,
j

a.
l

(i = 1...,5), reflecting the

"nature(s)" of the alternative's measured by each of the

i-criteria. In the selection of a single alternative, the

19



Figure 1. Standard Decision Matrix for Criterion-Referenced
Analysis of Multiple Alternatives.

Criteria #01

Criteria #02

Criteria #03

Criteria #04

Criteria #05

Multiple alternatives being analyzed.

Al A
2 !3

A4 A5 A6 A7 A8

aa-aaaaaa
11 12 13 14 15' 16 17 18

a

21

a

22

a

23

a

24

a

25

a

26

a

27

a

28

a

31

a

32

a

33

a

34

a

35

a

36

a

37

a

38

a-aaaaaa..
41 42 43 44 45 46 47 .48

,

a

51

a

52

a

53

a

54

a

55

a

56

a

57

a

58
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problem involves comparing the valid aid measures in a reliable

fashion, such that the "character" of each of the particular

alternatives being modeled is understood; and thus a reasonable,

rational and informed decision may be made (or at least

"sophisticatedly guesmqd at"). To accomplish this analysis of

the criterion impact via each alternative upon the system, a spe-

cific procedure must be devied.

The Composite Varitble-Ranking4CVR4-Procedure

The reliable application of any procedure to the evaluation

of alternative action access multiple competing criteria, must

satisfy at least four primary requisites:

(1) The comparison (evaluation) of multiple criteria for

each alternative, requires a single composite value

representing each particular alternative be computed

from the 'available criterion estimates;

(2) The computation of a single composite value requires all

of the available criterion estimates berescaled to a

common measurement format, both in terms of units (e.g.

dollars, square feet, number of pupils) as well as

scaling (nominal, ordinal interval, ratio) -- that is,

so that apples can'be compared to oranges;

(3) The evaluation of the impact upon the system from the

criteria being used, requires a method for analyzing the

criterion impact across all alternatives (as well zs the

value of each alternative across all criteria); and

finally,

21



(4) The realistic,modeling of a decisioning context,

requires the ability to "weigh" the various criteria

being utilized, and thereby vary the relative importance

'of the criterion effect upon the decisiorqs) being made

(alternative choices).

The Composite Variable Ranking (CVR) model has been designed

to specifically address these four requirements. After the ini-

tial measurement of the criterion variables has been accomplished

grams-parts tri-'dollars'; space requirements ine

'square feet' or 'number of rooms'; personnel in total 'FTEs';

etc.), the normalized T-scores of the relative raw measures are

computed for each criterion variable (across the, range of

measured alternatives). That is,

a
Li'

j = 1 "." n
(i ,i)

Tij, j =

for each criterion i=1,...,m. This conversion replaces all raw

measures (square feet, dollars, etc.) with its associated distri-

butional T-normal. T-normals by definition 'have a mean of 50.0

and a standard deviation of 10.0.. Thus, a facility-space measure

-- of, 2560 square feet foi. program alternative C has a T-measure of

50.0 if 2560 square feet is also the.distributional mean across

all programs for space requirements. Likewise, a personnel

requirement of 12 teacher aides has the T-value of 50.0 if 12

(TAs) is the distributional mean across all programs.

The composite variable ranking procedure summates each

column's row entries (that is, adds the criterion T-measures for

each alternative), producing a single composite measure. per each

alternative being evaluated. These T-normal sums can then be

ranked such that their ordinally-comparative importance to the

decisioh be recognized,
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Likewise, the rows can be summed (i.e., adding across each row's

column entries), to understand the relatiVe impact of each criterion

across all alternatives within the system. Finally; standard

weighting practices can be applied to the criterion T-normals (after

normalization, of course) before the summation of the column vector

entries.

The CVR modeling technique is an excellent field-tested and

validated technique for performing most decision analyses

involving decison matrixes. Moreover, the CVR approach is well-.

defined and easily constructed_for a fiscal program alternative's

setting. The technique is not without its inherent inadequacies,

however, centering mostly around its predominant reliance upon

both a singular alternative context and main-effects modeling.

Main Effects Modeling

In an earlier section of this report, the issue of multiple

alternatives modeling (MAM) was discused in the context.of a.,

solution requiring not just one alternative, but rather'a finite

group-al ,alternatives (referred to as the "alternatives -mix set".

in the first topic of the next section). If a.decisioning model

purports to truly simulate a real situation, then the model must

be able to compare groups of alternatives against other groups of

alternatives, utilizing the criterion measures which have been

selected to simulate the impact of the alternatives upon.the

system being modeled. This is the main operational difference

between singular and multiple alternatives modeling-- that.

_several alternatives may require operatonalization to satisfac-

torily remediate the identified problem.
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Main effects modeling is a correlated idea to the multiple

altern Ives context, from the standpoint of the multiple-

criter on effect via each evaluated alternative. Consider the

foil ing example. Five alternatives have been identified as

pot ntial remedial actions for a particular problem being

mo eled. Each alternative was measured across each of three cri-

t ria to permit a criterion-referenced evaluation. (To save

me, and wear-and-tear on the Authors, the transformation to T-

normals is suspended for this discussion). The measurement scale

chosen was a 5-point scale with inteNal of 1 unit, signifying

low benefit (=1) to high benefit (=5). The simplified decision

matrix is shown in Figure 2.

Note that the column sums indicate Alternative-C as a clear

'winner' in this_"identify the most beneficial alternative"

contest. However, also note that although C't sum was the

highest, the measure of criteria #2 for C (=2) suggests

demonstratesmoderately-low performance benefit on this criterion

measure. If we approach this simulated example from a 'multiple

alternatives' vantage, a likely solution might pe the incor-

poration of both C and .B into an alternatives mix-set. Note how

B't measure of moderately-high benefit '(=4) on criterion #2 couri-,-

teracts C's moderately-low (=2) value. Also, note how C must

then make up for B's apparent disadvantage regarding criteria #1

and #3.

Main- effects modeling would havecomputed the columnar

summations, and selected the alternatiVe 'C'ias the most-likely

solution. It is just as likely that in a more complicated

simulation, the decision-maker might not recognize the criterion

#2 influence of alternati-ve C. Clearly, this situation is a

potential problem with both singular and multiple alternatives

modeling, simulations.
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Figure 2. -.Representation.of the Composite Variable Ranking
(CVR) Formulization for Main-Effects Modeling.

Criteria

#1

#2,

#3

Potential Alternatives

5

(2) (5) (3) (2)---1>

(4) (2) (1) (2)

(2) ( ) (3) (2)

:(8) (14)

column
SUMS) .4
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The solution is to perform what the authors call "interactive

effects" modeling -- controlling not only for the presence of

multiple solutions, but also controlling for the potential of

sub-optimal criterion measures for a given alternative which may

be masked by the values of other highly-beneficial criterion

measures. The illustration and application of just% such a Model,

the Multiple Alternatives Model, within a fiscal roll-back ton-
f

text is the subject of this report.

Generic Criteria for Competing Alternatives

We have spent a .great. deal of energy thus far in describing

what to do, how and why but have gingerly maneuvered around

the-question of 'with:.what' viz. criteria.. Criteria must be both

systemspecifit'as well as alternative(s)- specific. Roughly

translated, criterion measures must reflect bdth' the :,s!xsfetil being

modeled as well as the alternative solutions being evaluated,

respectively. Otherwise, the impact to the system condotbe

measured, since it had not been modeled (i.e. simulated),

The evaluation Of Potenti budgeting roll -backs is : n o

exception. Criteria must be I, ntr.Pduced, measured an , analyzed

across all alternatiyes,,.suththat: the alternatives canl5e4

validly cOmpared within a budgeting context; and the imlhict'to

the system of each alternative.,(pe.combinatorial premutatiori!,.of

all available elternatives) can be analyzed. Finally, criteria

must be collectively exhaustive of the 'foci' required to

criterion-model the decisiOning 'context; and allow cross-

comparisons between criterion measures, in order to check for
e e

collectively unacCeptable 'impact' values (interactive effects

model i ng) . '



.

-Modeling alternatives withinthe fiscal domain rep,ree"rit, as

clear an illustratibn of criterion considerations 'as 'arty

multiple-alternatives decisioning situation. For tr4:litional

cost analytical studies, the 'generic focus of expenditurie has

been the province of cost-benefit analysis. Similarly,'",foci of

effectiveness and satisfaction have remained strong 'drIterion

entries in cost-effectiveness and cost-utility'ahalye

respectivelY. Am additional meas'u're focus of efficiency could--

find itself ireeither''of-the tbree -cost-analysis mode-Vs.,:

depending upon its source of data (as is probably true .for ,ell of

the initial three,Criterion foci)

,.,Nevertheless, these Aitr4 generic.triterionloci (effective

''hg':,efficiency, satisfaction and exic;'enditure) are directly

applicable to the fiscal modeling domain:

Effectiveness
l

. .

,....,,,y

1. How effed,tiye, are each of the v4iOus alternAtlye

programs in 00mo4ng the distris.generig.,,ptogram
,

' 1 '

goals? s

./A

. '1, ,,

... .i c

%.!...

., .

2. How effectiveare. each of
.,.

the vario4 alternative

\tprograms in, :soli 1MallY reducing then rrent problems
..

,

associated with each of the districts' school'pecific

program. goal.0\

Efficiency'

1. How efficient'aWeach ofthe.v.aribu§: al, yotiy

programS in CO ng the reqUired inetructiOrial

..,programs ofh trict?

2. HoW eff each of the varips alternative

prp.gradAvremediating the current problem(s) to. be

sc'ved withintheAistrict?
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,.

''SatiSfaction

1. . How-satisfactOry.ard::eaCh::of the various alternative

prOramsAn-theireCUtion, based .upon theAstribu-
.

tional domains..oftbe:administrator,'.teaChe student

.-Ipqr'ent:Andchool

How 'satisfactory are each of the-various alternative

programs in their remediati.on of the identified

problem(s) based-upon the distributional domains of the

amdinistratOr;Aeicher, student, parent and school

board?

Expenditure

1. What are the specific;- object costs to the district for

each of the variou'S-alternatives; and therefore their,

savings' if rolie"&back?
14b.

What are the"Costs to the district in terms of benefits

if the programs,continue?

3. .What are the costs toittier.ict in terms of 'loss' if

the programs are rolled-back?-4'

It is likely (if not strop iy.stigg6.4e0 that several cri-
.

teria (measurement Variables1 mould:be. identified to adequately

model the rather general idea .expressed above.or example, the

criterion focus of efficiency for a particular set of-alter-
..

natives curriculum programs might be measuredin terms of



(I) Amount of time in minutes'he rogram requires for-:.

instrumentatton each week;

(2). Number of students that,could be handled per class

session (tojdentifY small v. medium v. large group

sessionsand/or

(3) Percent of time the program requires use of a particular

laboratory or library resource room.
A o

Expenditure is another criterion focus particularly suscep-

tible to the 'delineation' of its content. For example, the

total cost of a program is important; but potentially more impor-

tant is the program's budget-breakdown by object expenditure

(e.g. amount for salaries v.' amount required for capital

improvement). Figure 3 illustrates the impact of differentiated

criterion foci upon one traditional decision matrix.

"
It may,now4i:trivial td' state. that Lch of the foUr sub-

°.

matrices4within the total decision matrix could be itself a deci-

son sub Thus the a x n effectiveness sub-matrix could be

executed't determine which alternatives best 1,f,W,ope stated

effectiveness criteria. In turn; the bxn effriciency sub-matrix
,

could be executed for its solution; and theCeach,'16fAhe

,*;,,remaining c x n satisfaction and d x n excreiltiidetr-sub-matrices

could be evaluated. Such a serial procedure would yield four.

sets 6f answers (alternative solutions), which themselves would

require comparison for a final solution. The question arises, "Is

this, really the best, most valid (and reliable) process to._

follow?"

.. Hopefully it is also trivial (?) to the reader, that the full

'decision matrix (a+b+c+d) x n could have been evaluated; the
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figure, 3. Representation of a Generic - Criterion; Decisioning Modeljdry
,

Analyzing Multiple Competing Alternaiives...-:.
. , .

Criterion Foci

Multiple Alternatives
'Al AAA .A'''A2 A3 A4
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((;ffeatvenes'S' Crtter14)
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.
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a
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solutions determined, reflecting those alternatives which best

fit, the total effectiveness, efficiency, satisfaction and expen-

diture criterion sets, simultaneously; and thus, optimally opera-

tionalize the, preferred interactive effects modeling framework as

previously-discussed.

A Preference/Trade-Off Analytical Framework

Although previously illustrated with the topic,

Main-Effects Modeling (see pp. 23), the importance-of variable

criterion characteristics for a given alternative must be

reiterated. Solutions to real-lifekproblems are found to be

"perfect" only in textbooks, professor's lecture notes, and the

1950's cinema. In reality, all potential alternative solutions

Will be fOund'to have' at least one flaw (if not many); and still

be the best,alternative(s) solution available.

In selecting a final alternative as a solution based upon

that same alternative's merits, the decision-maketalsp

(consciously, we hope) accepts that same alternative's lack o

merit on other less virtuous criterion measures. Recall the

illustration inigure 2 (page 25). Alternative C was selected

bashed upon the merits of criteria #1 and- #3. To fill the gap

indicated by criteria #2, a multiple alternatives mix-set solu-

tion Was sought with the subsequent addition of :Li' to the

tion set. However had we not the option to choose a set of

solution alternatives, would we have retained alternative 'C'?

At this level of macroanalysis, the answer is probably 'yes'.

This is the theory of preference/trade-off in alternatives

modeling -- singular or multiple. Alternative C was the final

choice due to one preference for high benefit on criteria #1 and
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#3; and a concurrent willingness to trade=off (i.e. accept the

negative) the low benWit effect associated with criterion #2.

This concept is most important in the understanding of the

multiple-alternatives/ interactive-effects modeling technique to

be illustrated in Part II of this report; and applied to the

fiscal roll: -back problem in Part III. The main difference bet-

ween the way the concept of preference /tradeoff has been

described, and the way in which it is actually applied will be

evident. Basically, the multiple alternatives model (MAM) will

define preference/trade=off as a willingess to accept a central-

tendency solution mix-set, where the required impact is not

alternative-specific, but rather is mix-set generalized. The

measures- of central tendency-and variability (distributional

mean and standard deviation) will be applied to a yet-to-be-

discussed marvelous' vector of values called the conditional

vector, in order to assume their preference/trade-off

flexibility.

OPERATIONS RESEARCH AND THE EVALUATION OF.

FEASIBLE ALTERNATIVES

Thus far, this report has devoted much of its content to the

exposition of budgeting and funding as a structural allocation-

oriented activity. A position has been taken which specifically

adheres to the philosophy that fiscal modeling (i.e., the simula-

tion of affscal decisioning system) must be criterion-referenced

to the) actual (real-life) system; and that these criteria should

be designed in such a way as to perform three vital functions:
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(1) to reliably represent the'true system being modeled

(simulated);

(2) to validly represent those factors (inputs, outputs,

processes) which are required (and desired) to provide

the necessary information in order to make decisions);

(3) to totally represent the impact to the system (as a

whole) of the potential alternative decisions being

evaluated.

Finally, this report has premeditatively focused its energies

upoh preparing the reader to view the fiscal crisis situation,

and its potential demand for fiscal roll-backs, as a decisioning

framework of multiple alternatives. In this case the.alter-

natives are defined as either all possible programs (sources of

expenditure) or significantly distinct parts of programs which

might be discontinued and therefore deallocated from the existing

budget; that is;rolled-back in order to balance budget.: To*

evaluate these Ma0;afternative,.potentialSourCes of cutbicki;,.

criteria are 'required which will not,only:desCribe the attributes

of each alternative in terms'of its,contil6utions to system func-,.

tion (or lack of such contributions), but will also demonstrate

the costs (object category expenditures) associated with each of

the alternatives. The overall goal then is to select those

alternative programs (decisions) which maybe feasibly and

rationally rolled-back without' providing major detriment to the

system's required functioning, while satisfying the reduced

budgetary limits imposed by the fiscal crisis.
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Optimal Decisioning Within a Constrained feasible Space

Any decision, viewed as the best possible alternative course

of action to operationalize, must by definition be,optimal; that

is, all-things considered, this action posits the best interests

of. the organizations or system being modeled. Simulation of

theSe "thingS" and "interests" results from the use of criteria
r

to measure the value of each alternative and..its impact upon the

sysem as a whole -- that is, how the system is constrained by

these criterion measures across all alternatives: Such measiires,

are referred to as criterion constraints. Those alternatives

decisions (when evaluated) will display degree of optimality

("beSt"-ness-) in'addres5ing the-solution to the problem defined;

but first, each particular alternative must itself be°a reaso-

nably potential solution to the problem; that'is,' exhibit the

quality of feasibility.

The context of decisioning alternatives is thus a rather

interesting'flow from a traditional needs assessment (What is the

real problem? that is, not the system of the underlying problem)

to the determination of a set of solutions to be,implemented via

a criterion-referenced model of value and worth, versus impact.

Figure'4 schematically depicts this (obviously interesting) flow.

After the real problem is determined, dissected and defined

(the 3-D's), standards and regulations (operating goals) of the

system become the first set of criteria to impact the simulation.

Standards provide the necessary data to assist construction of

all possible alternative sources of action the decision-maker

must consider and evaluate (i.e.. the set of random alternatives).

Next, established priorities are defined and developed into a set

of criteria which allow further scrutiny of the random

alternatives, and their measured impact upon the decisioning
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Figure 4. Repre;sentation of a Sequential, Criterion Referenced Model

foOytematically Developing a Multiple Alternatives

Solution Set.
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system. Often times, an alternative may be "Oossible" but not

"plausible" due to certain established priorities. Alternatives

which survive this recent,triterion-focused evaluation become

known as feasible. Finally, the more important (weighted) cri-

teria are drawn into the evaluation in order to focus the optimi-

zation standards for the decisibns about to be made (that is,

selection of alternatives).

The potential existence of an alternative mix-set focuses

once again upon the idea of singular versus multiple

alternative(s) frameworks. Recall that a singular frameYork

involves the choice of one and only one one, of course)

alternative course of action based upon th valuative criteria

used. .A multiple alternatives' setting permits the choice of a

group of several alternatives that when implemented as a group

(not necessarily simultaneously), produce the desired process and

attain the required result.

Fiscal Allocation as a Multiple Alternatives Problem

Fiscal crises provide the budget manager and program admi-

nistrator with a unique experience,' "to accomplish more for

less" Though tongue -in- cheek, the unfortunate realityj)f:

*ay's-economy and our best program proghostibations:for the

6 point to a steadily decreasing funding base., . Decreased

ng will not however be followed by the pyblic'S reduced need

)6dUcational services, either in quantity or quality...

',anizational.philosophies, goals and' needs will stay relatively
-

onstant; yet with a new demand fdr prioritization .and

demonstrated accountability. After 25 years of no4lolds7barred

development -and spending, can education -IequalIP-meet-the new

demands for austerity and roll-baCkt in light'of declining
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enrollments, school closures, a sagging national economy and the

ever-increasing demand by teacher for higher salaries?

Whether the problem be one of fiscarallocation or

deallocation, the funding framework for program budgeting is a

multiple alternative modeling problem. Consider the need to

determine which programs are to be,funded within established

budgetary limitations; and therefbre, which programs will not.

This is obviously a decisioning situation,, whereby the goal is to

fund as many programs as possible within the prescribed budget,

based upon: (1) each program's merits, (2) the overall system's

needs, and (3) the impact of the alternatives -- individually and

collectively -- upon system functioning as a whole. Each alter-

native's merits (type and extent) will -be measured via the

various criteria which have been a priori identified as

demonstrative'of the system's definition of 'mertt' or 'impact'.

Finally, the cost for every aspect of each program is computed;

and entered as a. measure of impact to the system's budget,' in

deciding to implement the program (expenditure) or not (savings;

with an opportunities cost).

Concisely stated, the fiscal allocation between multi*

competing programs assumes-the-following-direction:

To choose (and therefore also fail-to-choose) some finite

number of programs from among the available alternatives --

each alternative associated with measur merit, worth,

impact and cost -- such that:

1. total (collective) positive impact,to the system is

maximized (meeting needs, goals and interests);

2. __total (collectivel_negative impact is.minimized

(At meeting needs, etc.); and
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3. total (summed prOgram budgetary demand does. not

exceed the amount Of available monies.
,

Figure 5 provides a simple outline of the above stated,goal(s).

While resembling the traditional cost-benefit analytkal fra-,

mework discussed previoly, Figure 5, once again affirms the

demand for an evaluation-tool,which is capable of analyzing the

'role(s) of, multiple alternatives across multiple criteria; and

selecting those alternatives which best fit the criterion-

constrained system (decisioning matrix). Again, we are faced

with the issue of interactive-effects modeling.

Interactive Effects Modeling

In a previous section (ipin-Effects Modeling, pp. 23), we

discussed the need to understand the interactive nature of

selecting from among multiple alternatives; that is, the total

combined effect of one choice-basedupon-the various-values of

each alternative's criterion measures; and the desire to choose

that set of alternatives-Orin demonstrates a collective com-

posite of acceptable criterion values. This is complicated by,

the fact that different combinations of alternatives are possible

in forming the final solution set. Simply (?) stated, such a

decisioninq requirement is a,nightmare. But can a technical

strategy be,formulated to address equally the issues of technique

as well. as the fiscal allocation problem itself? Welcome to the

world of operations research!
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Fiscal Alloca0o6s. as a Multiple, Alternative 'Problem,
Utilizing the'DecisioniMatrix Framework.

Multiple.'Alternatives

40

Criteria Prog Prog2 Prog3 . . .

Positive Impact 1. +11 +12. +13 . . .

2. .+21 +22 .+23 . . At. +26

3. +31 +32 +33 :'` r

Negative Impact 1. 11 --12

2. -21 -.22 -23

3. -31, -32

IV

.

-33 .

-2n

-3n

Specific .Costs 1. $11 $12 $1.3 . . .$1n

2. $21, $23 . . . 12n

3. A31 $32 $33 . . . $3n
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The Operations Research (OR) Approach;,.'

Operationsresearch as a scientific investigation and eva;-

luation tool,,views the milieu of decisioni,ng as a_ criterion-

referencethahbttce between stated alternatives: The term

"operatiOnOsesearch" is itself a generic label fliseveral

actual- tools, and states that a decision situation can be modeled

-(simulated) mathematicall . As you will discover in Part. II of

this report (you've come his far, anyway); the multiple alter-

natives model employs a p 4icular subset of the OR approach,

called binary. ihte er pro rammin , which utilizes systems of

simetaneous linear tneq afities (roughly equivalent:to high

school intermedia,te algebra)._

Via an algebraic representation Of the specific- decisioning

framework, where:each criterionis represented as a linear ine-
.

,quality (the independent variables as the programs, and the

dependent variables as the total system ..pact), a value Of '1'

(i.e. to choose) or '0' (i.e. tw,not choos an be assigned to

each of the independent variables (alternativerprograms),, The

best mix of Vs_ and 0' s (across all _multiple _alternati,*);. is the

most optimal solution set. Thus if Program 1, = '3:13 PrOgram 2 =

and_P_rogr_am-3=,,_ '1' (-ofohly_three program` alternatives) the

dec n is to fiin,d,propgrams 'V and '3'; and therefore not fund

program '2'. This"ts the basis for the multiple alternatives

modeling of-a fiscal roll-back situation.

SIMULATION MODELING WITHIN A CRITERION-IMPACT DESIGN

The theoretical mathematician would say that in the situation

of fiscal roll-backs and the use of multiple alternatives
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modeling in performing such.ded.ision,ing -- the need to determine

roll -backs is the necessary 'Condition and the utility of the MAM

'technique the suffitient',condittei,L.--' for the existence of the

multiple alternatives modeling technique. However,the total uti-

lity of this model extends beyond the abili* to provide,

decision-makers with concrete deCisiOns based upon a criterion,

impact design.

J
Consider the ability (of tpe-decision-makerl, to test various

hypotheses at"to how certain groups of alternatives would impact

the system. Consider further the ability to vary the system's

parameters (needs,- gbalsi dedands, etc.) and; observe the dif-

frences (if. any) of programs selected for funding,',baed upon

the :newly 'modified constraints.. Such abilities suggest a setting

in whi6h the decisibrk-maker can accurately (validly afid reliably)

, model. a ,ystem which-maY. not yet .exist.,-; It is the tripartite

ability..:toreOresentj'a:Ystem;e0ertmentwith alternatives,..

.

(programs..fUnded-and/Or'ritOriautili.ied). ands. predict witome

certainty, the result5 of alternatives actions. This is opera-

tiOnal in. the "crystal 'bill" setting, orvimul ati on.

The-Yeader may be musing, "True, but so, muc of the con-
,

--fidence placed in the results of .such; a simulative model must

itself be based upon the assumption that the model indeed

'models'' the actual operational setting, both. validly and

reliably." Obviously, indisputable. Yet, all of educational

research was at one time (if not still) held to 'be non-utilizable

due to the inability to control all mitigating and extenuating

forces which convoluted curricular learning, management style and

teacher attitude findings, ad nauseaum. Recalling that the

multiple alternati ves mbdel ing technique (as in other simulative

framewOrks) seeks only to assist the 'policy aftalsisi!s

understanding of data, tobe' usedTi theactuaf decSTOn-making



n.

(regardlessof how), we feel confident in saying,. "Try it, you' 11

In today's educational climate, where experimentation

with policy ;is' often times both involved and hazardous to one' s

profestional health', the, MAM framework can with obvious effort

and dilidence uncover the; projective relationships between

program, ialternatiyes, criterion impact to the system, and

.budgeting constraints. °

Monitoring System Impact of Selected Alternatives

A final note must be. made for fiscal` -mddeling under'

implementatioN. that is what to do whed,tHe choices have been

made, and all decisions Are 'go'. tBorrowing'. as we .educational

sYstems planners did from the electronic engi neers during the

lite 1960' s,, the. issue of5systemic cyberneticism once' gain beco-
,

mes useful. Cybernetic' qualities of Any Oolipling stragedy simply

refers to a C'areful mOnitorization of the real \Systgm under'

implementation, ,as you put your fi§cal roll-back decisions into

effect. Now, and heretofore 1.;nforseen cOnsequences, impact,

criterion-,references. and measurement: techni,ques may fid

-ditcmiered, which can be integrated within the original` mgdeling

framewor4 that is; as-'a new linear constraint` equation or
" .

nequal ity. .

The utility of fine-tuning a decisioning.todel for more

accurate future use is 'certainly moot. As in multivariate

regression, the model developer. may 'have to try-new criteria

constraints (variables) to associate their variance patterns with

the decisions modeled, and the resulting impact(s) of the deci-
,

sions made.
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BACKGROUND TO THE FIELD INVESTIGATION

We have attempted throughout Part I to prepare the reader for

the technical discussion to follow in Part II and the field -.

research results: to be presented in Part III; concerning the
!

development and'construction of the multiple alternatives"model

(technique) and its application as a fiscal roll-back deCisioning

model, respectively. To date (and possibly mdre understandably

having attempted.to tralisl* the discussion in Part I) little

has been accomplished 4nithe applicaiton2Of MAM-type models' to

,educational decision-mOkng. In, fact, the first systematic corn-%

pilation of areas where mathematical modeling had .been ,applied to

education was found in one of the'author's own works (Wholeben,

1980). For the reader'S interest, these surveyed areas of appli-

cation are listed in Figure 6.
11%

Noteworthy is. the fact that no entry in Figure 6, demonstrates

work in applying a,..MAM7apprOachlo the fiscal environment;

Certainly, an'OR model could have easily assisted educators

expend the boUntiful monies oft.he-1960's; as well as today

seleCtreas where money will no longer be allocated.' ThiS paper

makes available,suOh:a.:OeCjsionmaking.tool, whosepurpcise is

' To 'design, implement and evaluate

a mathematical.. - derived decisionAn Afodels_

and its utility "i1 determining programs

for fiscal roll-back.

In this final seCtion'of Part I, early, multiple alternatives

Modeling 'applications and design will be discussed. Results from

an initial trial exercise in fiscal data will also be briefly

presented, prior to the in-depth investigation into the recent

roll -back analysis and. field study found in Part III.
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Figdre.6. Stratification of Operations' Research (FOR) Applications
1Within Educationally-Related In4Oronments.
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Precedent Modeling Application

.
..

During-1977,79, extensive work was accomplished in the 'esign

and'eV'aluation of a basic main - effects model for comparin ele-

mentary shool sites across competing criteria, for pot tial

closure du, to. declining enrollment._ In addition, ear 'y work

Commenced on the research and development of a

multiple-alternatives, interactive-effects model during 1978,

resulting ;kr a sophisticated school site evaluation (closure)

Model, and a major technical pUblication concerning its eva-
.

luation deSign and field applicaton.

. During 1980, further design studies were formulated which

addressed application issues in curricular development (CAP: The

Curricular Activity Packaging model); and fiscal roll-backs

(ROLBAK-I Model). Through statistical studies of the "school

closure" multiple alternatives modeling framework (relationship

of criteria'to impact and solution; and the relationship of

modeling process to solution content), validated the mode) as a

eeliable and useful tool. The later CAP-study demonstrated the

supplemental utility of the MAM-framework is 94t only evaluating

between-alternatives comparisons, but also Within-alternatives

comparison (i.e. sub-program analyses). These analyses led to

the 1980 appliCation of the ROLBAK-I, a predecessor to the

ROLBAK-II design discussed in Part III.

OUTLINE OF THE TECHNICAL REPORT

A more technical and consolidated discussion now follows in'

Part II' concerning the design and construction of the multiple

'tlternatives model. These sections were added for the more
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,discerning reader who wishes to understand the content and

process, as well as the results. We recommend that the readers

study Part II (for as long as frustration allows). However, pro-

ceeding directly to Part III first (returning to Part II, of

course) may help others in their eventual translation.

Part III discussion details the ROLBAK-II formulation; and

the analytical results of the execution. We have chosen to

include most of the display figures in the text rather than force

the reader to constantly "flip-ahead" to an appendix section.

Moreover, inserting the figures in the text will also force the

reader to at least consciously encounter them.

Part IV concludes the report with a brief discussion of-major

philosophical issues underlying modeling simulation.

Iv
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PART II

MULTIPLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS

AS A

MATHEMATICAL DECISIONING MODEL

59.



INTRODUCTION

to include or not to include a more detailed and technical

decision' of the mathematical design within the MAM -- was a long

hd arduous decision for the authors. On the one hand, inclusion

of a technical section (we reasoned) might sensitize the general

:reader negatively; and preclude that reader's pursuit of the

remaining text. On the other hand, exclusion of that same sec--%

tion (we rationalized) might very well undermine the final accep-'

tance"of this report as a yelititechnique.

Our final cretisthit'tojntiude;,4t:least some minimal amount;

technical development was made,: op four premises:

(1) though a technical decision May in #aCt threaten some

readers, the Multiple Alternatives Model is (also in

fact) a technical design, for which we neither minimize

nor apologize;

(2) a technical discussion will add credenc to the

operating mechanisms of the model, illus rate its inter-

working parts, and promote a detailed understanding of

the "input-process output" relationship -- far above any

"Trust us, it really works!" manuever;

(3) the technical formulatiOn can be both informative and

documentary, without reading like a biochemist's report

on the postpituitary hormone, oxytocin (that is,

C
43

m c-66-12-n 12-2, if you are interested); and

-a-responsible-reading of Part-a-has already "acquainted

the reader to the, general ideas of Part II; that in
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fact, Part II shoulCbe4. e41 .,epAsode for the

matery alreidy aqudedirihe-pteVious fiscal

discusNon.

The presentation consl sections which

follow a very simple introdiktldneahSttUction, evaluation (or

execution) and validation paradiP7 Jhe discussion is void of

any particular problematic context ($Lichas the fiscal roll-back
-.,

milieu of Part I); and thus, isA0leriC'rather than system-

specific

in scope. SuchanjOdOctiveapproach, viz. from the

specific in Part I to the Un'IA*s',A1-in",Pirt II, will hopefully

not only promote betterAe4enthg:andunderstanding of the MAN

technique, but will moreoi00,h4Oe'.the reader to review the

manuscript more closely fOtjtsfihOitive and generaizable

applications to dtherOrdblem ;area's df education.

1,

. .

OuLTIPLE-ALTERNATIVE M

,

.'The'Multiple AIOnatilies-Mcdeling (MAM) frameOrk

assunttlons40ftheOCblerdeCtOoning) areas to whi"c
- .

to,beipOtIP4FIPsthe problem is a

altgrnativeS:probTeMe4OrfOga multiple .alternative0oluti

the..sql4f0htd.the.,speci. led-problem-situation 61.11cL-.

)"easonablycall for:,#0.4mp:leMentetIon of more than one of::
.

alternative coursetof-',a0titin:beJ-ngevaluated. Whethei-,

schoOlS to..be tiOSed;':6.6gets;,:to: be cut, programs to be iTliflAt

or.rdutes'OerabhHtdtrailSport-students -greater than'one

schpb4 .1004eti.OrOgi74(VOr.47Oute may be selected as thesoldt:ion..



Secondly, criterion reference points (i.e., variables) can be

quantitatively measured for each of the defined alternatives,

demonstrating an alteratiVe's impact (if implemented) to the

system, according to the criterion's derived focus. Furthermore,

this arithmetic 'summation of all 'selected' alternative's cri-

terion values (across a particular criterion) forms a composite

numerical value which illustrates the solution's impact (selected

alternatives) to the system as a whole.

Thirdly, the system being modeled can affix some high (or low)

limits to these criterion summation§called upper (or lower)

bounds. If a Jeri terion measures cost of each program

being consid fed for implementation, and a total available budget

of some specified amount 'exists' -- then the summed total bf all

program budgets (for the program to be implemented) must be, equal

to or, less than the total,available budget. Obviously, you can -

not spend more than yod have:availaill,e (although programadmi-

nistratOrs do it rel fexampl e, the total 'budget

available is seen as an 'upper bound% ,Similarly,a 'lower bound'

could be_the total-amount to be cut from an operating budget;',

where the criterion is the cost-to-be-saved for each of the-

potential alternative programs (budgets) available for roll -back:

Finall.Y, some one, individual criterion measure is identified

which will be utilized to Optimize the selectibri of the final

alternative' mix-set solution, Many sets of alternative_s_Ltha

is, combinational permutations) can usually be identified which

will provide a solution to some degree or extent. HoWeVer,

reality normally requires an adherence to some priorities

existent within the syStem being modeled; for example, a deStre

to maximize the number of students transported (on the average)

a-each- re--to--mini e-the-number-of---stbps- a-bus
has to make enroute to the school.
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The Multiple Alternatives Model is:a complex response to a

compleX decisioning situation. The model recognizes the need to.

simultaneously eValuate all available alternatives across all

defined criteria, and to therefore simulate the interactive!
. ,

nature of a criterion- inferenced, deeWon-Making environment:,

Above all else, the MAM framework provides a ready means fce.4va-

luatinva set of alternatives, collectively -- and baSed upon-the'',

set of criteria which the:real-life decisiohTOkers have posited

as the ,deslred ingredients of their final decision.

Role of Multiple Alternatives in Decision- Making,.,

In the-multiple alternatives-context; the .potential solution

alternatives may be displayed serial Strin4-iliat is,

xl x2 )( xn where xj repreSentS1 the jth alteratives (of

total), j = 1, 2, ..., n. The MAKdecision As to include ,(01'

exclude) each alt'ernativesas a MeMber'of the fihal Solution

(mix-set), The, only value which xj,;may.assume is (that is,

tbfinclude) af,40' (that is, to,exclUde): 'Therefore,, the, decision

is to mathematically assign either -the)/A14e'0f 1 .orAto_each of

the xj.a4ergatives, j = 1, 2, the label, binary,

integer programming.
S

9

In'each case of ten alternatives, the serial representation

If the final solution included, alternatives 2, 5,'9 and 10 as

members, then the solution vector would be displayed ash

r0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 13..
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As we will seer in the next section, the function "of a binary
coding (0,1) extends beyond its use as_an easy_ display mechanism
for alternative solution membership.

Decision Criteria atModbling Constraints

We have seen that an alternative becomes part of the solution
by taking on the value of 1 (that is, xj = 1 for some ,j of n); as
opposed to the value of 0 (xj = 0, for - all j of n, such that xi =
1, ,j = ,2, n). The basis for assigning l's v. 0's,

in the :,evaluation of the criteria. :Which were selected and
measurektb indicate each xi's iipPfaat-upon the system. being
modeled. Furthermore, it was the- summation of the criterion

...Values across the selected (solution) alternatives which for-
mulated the multiple alternativs solution (mix-set) impact to
the system.

Let us define an 'a' as representing the value of any
teriOn for any alternative. It is relatively straightforward
then to interface a. as the value of the ith .criterion's measure
for the jth alternative. For example,, recall our previous
example of ten alternatives. If there e is,ted only one criterion
to assist us in evaluating the set of po ntial solutions, then

.5)

the criterion values could be represente as:

1,1 a1,2 a1,3 . a1,10 3

In a more complicated example, a set of three criteria used to-
evaluate ten alternatives would be represent as:
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E .81,1 a1,2 41,3

2,1 42,2

aaa , 63,3- a3,4 a3, I0

'41,4 ". 41,10 3

a2,3 ,a2,4 . a2,10 7

The first case involving only a single criterion, is cal d

vector of criterion valbes across: the potential alternatives.

The second case where three criteria existed, is call4a matrix

(i.e., a collection of-two or more vectors) of criterion values

across potential alternatives., Since. most MAM problems involve
4 - Q.

more than .a single Criterion, and because each criterions'

measure will be'Utilized to constrain the decision to be made (or

more appropriatelyguide the selection_of alternatives for inclu-

sion within the sbldtion set), the mat0x is known as the

constraint matrix:

At this pciint, we have introduced: the variables cf xj(j

1,2,..., n) and ayi = 1,2, ...,m;j = 1,2,...,n) to represent

the alternatives and criterion values, respectively; that is:

6
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xi
)3

ist:_criteeibb: _

2ndCriter-i-on:

a1,3

a2,1 a2,2

mth criterion am,1

432,3*

am,2. am,3

,n

a2,n

am,n

,,

Can'you see (?) that a further refinement of the above scheme

could be made to appear as ftllows:

a1,1
x1

a1,2 x2 a1,3 x3

r.a2,1'xi. a2,2 x2

am,1')(1 am,2 )(2'

.a2 3 x3

am,3 x3

al,6,xn

am,n

xn

This makes sans_e_if_you_rec411 tats ----( 1 )thev-a-We---of each--

xj will be either a or, a '1', dependirig upon whether it is

excluded or included within the solution set; and that (2) the

sum of the criterion values measures the total impact of the
0

solution upon the system.
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Consider a relatively, small example of four alternatives

being measured across three driteria.,, . Thus the model youlet3le.

a 2x2 + a1,3x3 + a1,4x4- system impact if CRIT #1)

a2,3x31t a2,4x4 (system impact if CRIT #2)

e.7

a3 -1xI a3 2x2 3,3x3 a3,4x4 "(system impact if 'CET #3):,
'

- Now:if the solution vector [xi x2 x3 x43 was represented as

13 where only. alternativeS ,#1 and #4 were, selected, the

model -.woUld be ,sHOWn as )

(1) + 81,2(0) ,3(0) + a ,4(1)

+42,.2(0) k,42,3(0) 2',4(1)

(solution impact if cri-terion

(solution impact if criteri.on, #2)-

a3,4 (solution impact,'.,!4,f. criterfOn #3,

We now see why previous discussions of otradeoff/preference

and interactive-effects were germane to the MAM 'de:yelopment.

Note that if Cl 0 0 13 is to be our Solution; then:the valties

of tai,l, a2,i, a3,13' exist for x1 and a2,4, a3,43
x4 1. Thus the solution xj, j = 1,4 reqdfreS;that We accept'



°

the criterion values of (a
1 3,

a
2 ,, ,3

a3. ). j =-.1,4 whether they
3

are most desirable or not 'What we also know.is that the choice

of x1 and x4 as solutions must;,coincide'with tbe,upper/lower-

_value restriction Plated upttn the criteria.

System aemanci and ..System Impact

.4

The limits placed, upon each. of the comp6site ,measures, for

by summing 'each criterion's 'impact agross. all Solution

natives (i.e.,xj.= 1 for some j of n),- reflect two closely
related, "system-stimulated components: demand an ci inpact.

System' -- demand, exemplifies- thou- needs) ) of the-system by the

demand(s) .placecrtiOo'n the val0 composites of 2eacll criterion

summation; th%t is, the u/pper''or. 'lower .bounc?s.'o, the criterion,

sum across the seleCted solution alternati1es4 HoweVer,r since

the bound is ,eStablished Only as a limit (nOt.:to

then it is reasonable to assume these 'sums will seldom be equiva-

lent ,to the bounded value; .thatfS, the composite may be spmewhat

less than the established upper bound', or somewhat greater, than

the established 'lowerbound. The actual vair .and its distance

from the boippded Value, 'is the measure of system impact :(for each

criterion, of the alternatives selected as solutions).

.

,Based. upon the .#1rcady,_linear relation-ship Atvieen the cri-
4 s

tqr-i-onL-va-lUeb and al Lerati-veT-(-6efir-d,d;arcoeffi-dierits and inde-
ftendent 'variables, respectively), it is a simple extension to

.;ino6el these criterj,on, limits as'a. function,',Of .i'siequaliti es. Thus

in a three-alternatives, two-criterion model (requiring -a 2 x 3,

constraint matrix, right?) where the first criterion has an
. 4

upperbOund reAttired, and the second criterion. a loWer-boun

the representation May beStated as



IA + al, -x^e E a1,3x3 bl

a
2,1x1 a2,1x2;1", a2,3x3

11.

where bi(i = 1,2). are the upper and lower,olimits.of. the first anti

second criteria, respectively. TheseAvalues bi are known the

values of!-the right -hand side (RHS) of th.pConstraint matrix; the

!kr"values -bi in vector format (b1,b2) are referred to as the,entr,ies''

of the conditional .1fecior. Therfore if the solution vet-tor tl

1 03 is to be analyzed, the following algebraic re*ationship

must be satisfied:

a1,1x1 a1,2x2 141

a2,1x1 + a2,2x2

If moreover a particular constrainOcrerion relatsionship)'

exists such that'an equality is required, the linear equality:

a,
1

ix,
,1 i

is useful and -valid.

ai,2)e2 + . ai,nxn = b.

.41

The utility of linear equalities and inequalities. in formulating

the multiple alteratives model is obvious. However, it is reasonable

to expect a situation in which more than one set of alternatives pro-

vides a solution to the MAM problem. Irf these cases, additional

system priorities must be set.,
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tqr.'

SstPricfrItiesiebjectiveruncti"

Consider the cirgumstan

alternaive, 'two-criterion probldm,
It

evident: /6 Ife13, and tO 1 13.
,

''that each of the rentionships:

where in evaluating the above three-

two Rlausible solution sets became

*ince both are plausiblE, we know

and
-.410'

0

ti

*

a X ." tb

a2,3 x3 7 b2

al.:2)(-+ 'as, 3x3 %

a2,3x3 +/
7a2,3x3 _iv 1;2 .

45

are indivWally, 5imultaneeOly satisfied. The question

becomes: how toad-loose betwedh.the first.(t1 0 1, )'and second,
,-). .

(CO 1 lq sets? 0
.

% G
ii;

I v IA
'0 ' CV 5A ,

The MAM framework prOvides to this dilemma, viaA 7
14's

theause eanother:trieriop cal ed the objective function (ors:

cost'vector). Unlike the cHterionebonstaint ineoualities,,the
Itl

objectivJUKtion does not have 4n establish*, upper (or lower)6 4 ,4, , A .

bound assigned. Rather the criterion coefficients for the, objec-

tive function (labeled cj, je1.12,w.,n) ar5summed and Ihe

"' additionardemeneestablished that her a maximum or mWmum sum

be found. Consider 'the following scheme: '';'A'

"1,
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criterion #1

criterion #2

x
1

(Alternatives)

x2

a1,1 a1,2 a1,3

a2,1 a2,2 a2,3

(Objective function)
2 c3

RHS

,If the criterion referencing the objective function was of a

positive-consequent nature, that is measuring good effects of

each of the potential alternatives, then it is reasonable to

desire a maximum value from the-summation of cj based upon the

alternatives selected as solution.

If the solution el 0 13 is selected, then
0

the evalua. on

or:

,results in the composite:

C.V1 c2x2 e3X3

C1 + CI

ft

Likewise, he solution set tO results jn the composite:

40

+ c3 .

If are positiv'e (i.e., good and desirable ) measures and we

therefore wish to maximize the c. .'summation -- it is intuitive
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that.the greater, of the ((c1 + c3) and (c2 + c3)) values will

'decide the finWchoice between the tl 0 13 and ;0 1 13 sets,

respectively: That-is, if in fact (c2 + c2) (c1 + c3), then
the relationship:

e.

maximize c1x1 + c2x2 + c3x3

yields the solution set ro: 11 with a maximi'zed'-objective

function'of (c2 + c3). The idea of maximizing (the "good") and

minimizing (the "bad") the summation of the objective functfon.-

coefficients, demonstrates the issue of optimal v. feasible

solutions. Both tl 0 13 and ro 1 1i were feasible solutions

in that both satisfied the limits established via the inequali-

ties and the values'of the RHS or coriditional .vector. However,

the r0 1 13 solution was optimal as it alone maximized the

objective function summation.

In summary, this example could have been stated completely in

the MAM framework as follows:

To maximize: c1x1 + c2x2 + c3x3

subject to: al,lxi + a1'ax2 + a1,3x3

a2,1x1- a2,2x2 a2,33

Xj,F (0,1), j = 1,2,3.

The next section will fo u in gregter detail on the, actual
'hr

quantificati6 of the coefficients; and the d lopment of bounds

for the conditional vector. cep
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CONSTRUCTION OFTHE MULTIPLE ALTERNATIVE MODEL

Simply stated, the Multiple Alternatives Model is a collec-

tion of simultaneous linear':equations and inequalities; with an
*

additional string of serial values (the objective 'function)

available to- "break any ties" which result when more than one

vector of solution valueSA0,1) exist's'for the independent

variables .(the multiple alternatives). tglerallY4speaking, these

equationS and inequalities which make up the constraint matrix::

and conditional vector (righthand-side) could be further labelled

as the dependent variables (the foci of the partictilar criterion

constraints):

The coefficients of the criterion constraints, the .aij,values,

reflect measures for each of the. xj.alternatives (j =

across each of the defined i-criteria (f = 1,...,n). The

bi values(i = of the RHS (right -hand -side) represent

the limits (upper, and lower bounds) placed upon the'.Sums of each

criterion, summated across selected (i.e. ,solution)

alternatives. Since a selection means that--the'.specific xj value

will equal '1', then thq criterion value.aip(j (or aij times 1)
ft.

forces zi to be an added to the sum.

We may now improve tremendous)YuRpn oularlier charac-

terization of the decision matrix (see'rigure 1, Page 20), By

,adding the ideas of the conditional vector ,(to' insure flexibility

and the potential for tradeoff/oreference),, we are able to model

the interactive-effects premi.Se required of multiple-alternatives

decisioning. Supplementihgthe model.fgrther with an 05jeCtive

function, the set of feasible solution alternatives can be

further.anaLfted to cnooSe the singularly beg alterative mix-
,,

set'-- the'eptiMal solution. Figure 7 displdys the scheme of the



Figure 7. RepresentatiOn of the A.umentedlleOsion Matrix Model
as the hMultiple=Altdrmativesmi*). (MAM).
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augmented model, within the original eight- al ternati veM

constraint milieu. We nay now proceed to discuss in grek

detail the measurement; and operational schemes which ar

(and desirable ) wi thin.,tneMAM franiework.

Generati on. of Collectively-Exhaustive Alternatives-

cons tructi on and rel i able .execution of 'th

requl reithe .*r to recall ;certain rudiri*itary..f a6

r'65eerch:And expeOnental design, and statistical

issues of,: col l ecti ve-exhaustiVenesSand nidivafAxclWve

mill 010:,014 diSCUSSion of the :mutual- excl6Sivi ty

-al terndtive solutions unti 1 -a later s ecEi on. ,,46WVer

of:-c011eCt'iv-ely;-exhau:st lite, alternatives is germane now

,,v
,' r, . it1:4., ) ;5 :

flurnihe,::twb ' sOisifig suis -Obviously, among the

f0;amemprY:. - (1 ) :itcin rol of interactive eff ec i ng, and
,..,

,m0 as utd_ of tot al system impact. I nter act f ts modeling
,

prp Vi,qe a sOntrol over the rather complexex mil 1 roduced, when
v ,

.

,deCi si Op -making was gi'aivatig; multiple al ter natrVe sol uti ons
,

across mq3 tipl e' competing criterci a, Single alternatives could be

measured as " good. or no
a't- -goo on var iogs.$cr I ter' a - Eomr

rin- . .

,;,,,t
, A

pared tO ,t4 cartes' ated cri ter i on measures '01.1'' e'r al ter nat i'ves ,"
, .

anal202;as to wpi4h al ter atiV doli spl aged the best-mix* of
k ..i.,-. .

I-ter -101411,4sures--y. en compared, hoi:#ever , di etfome set of
_

t:
Y-.- ?,,:

al ternatin,SOlutipM roduce a* better "i nter actigA-mi x"'. than
%...,_ :(

+55.

011'er .,st'?'' And, werfe different '' amount of alternatives
AP,...,

required:. for e ither ?,4Thus , 1 nteractj Ve-eftptts modeling assumes

highly compl ex '1 nterrel at i onshi ps not only between sts of,

v and among (wi thi n) t.hos e same but

SO, -rireume's riel'artel interactions between the criterion ,iniasurs
, ;

.

9111,4,1tef,hati ves (both singular and multiple)

ric.05.-Ary%f dOldati In for a trade-off/preference pPtgPti
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. .

The other 'strong suit':of MAM centers about the issue of

measuring total system impact. Youwill recall, that the

RHS- values provide a control upon,the tummation.of each criterion

constraint --thus limiting the impact which the seleCted

natives will be "allowed" to foster. However, RHS-values

establith either an upper-or lowerbound.to.the summation, not

the actual valUe,which the summation must assume. Therefore, the

true sum for any criterion constraint,might'very well be (and

usually will ba different than the pronounced limit; that is,

somewhat less than the upper-bound, or somewhat greater than the

lower bOund. In thit way, the desired'impact to the system is.

controllable but moreover, the actual iffipact-tothe system is
. .

measuteable. Byi(nowing, the' discrepancy betWeen the desired and

actual impact, the. MAM model can be used to detect changes to the

system (i.e., differential impaCt) which may occur through the

selection of different alternative solutions.

It should be obvious to the readg that neitherthe control

ofinteractive-effects nor the recognition of system impact via

,varying alternatives' configurations, is possible without the

existence of all possible, feasible, and relevent alternative

ursd's,of action for consideration. More succinctly, the set of

multble alternatives being evaluated across the defined criteria

constraints must exhibit the characteristics .of .a collectively-

eWaustive population of alternatives. The exclusion of any

alternative from' the model automatically precludes its impact

upon the evaluation of the remaining alternatives, and its impact

upon the system as a whole.



Criterion Measurement and Constraint Formation

Since the criterion constraint represents,ia linear relatiOn

(either' equality or inequality)'of the form:

+., + ai,n Xn
+

or more concisely:

n

=, ') bi

j=1

extreme, caution must be used in developing the a:-
ij coefficients

of the xj decision variables. Obviously, each aij must be,

numeric; and further exhibit such qualities as to allow their

arithmetic sum to be a rational and useable quantity for com-

parison with the associated bi) RHS-value (discussed in the next

section).

Four basic scaling schemes exist for measuring and encoding

data nominal, ordinal, interval, and ratio. Progressively

Oclusive,- all can be utilized to formulate the aid coefficient,,

dependent upon the definition of the particular criterion

const4int (i.e.-its focus). The most common scalei utilized.. are

the interval and ratio measures, due to their ability to computd

measures of central tendency (arithmetic means) and distributive

variation (standard deviation).r' We will limit our discussion to

these scaling techniques only:.

'. :Data. concerning program expenditures
I

(e.g. in

number of required personnel (e.g. in FTE-units), or energy con-

sumptio-n (e.g. in'BTU-units) are easily ratio-scaled measures.

.Other data which might be obtained from sample opinionntires con-



cerning the respbndent Perceptions towards each particular

alternatives mighteasilybe'_intervalsCaled

continuum measure associated with a 'Stronglyllisagree,.

Strongly Agree! reSpOnteformt).

Cohtider the objetive:'

"To deallocate such program,alternat

expenditure savings at least some am

Clearly if we cost-out each program alternative and arrange

. the constraint as follows:..

n
xn 7 $SAVE

then the solution vector tx, x3 must such

configuration. as to allow ,the um of the$1', to beat least the:

amount '$SAVEI-or greater. Mit. is one-of-theeasier-exaMplet'of

. the use for a ratio-scaleilcriterion.

. ,

Cdhtider another obje*/,,e:for

"To. deallocate suchprogramalternativet coincide

withthe pUbliCTs oirfton of each,Program's relative lack:df

O

use of the interval-scale:

Suppbse.that a questionnaire' was sent to 'a. random sample of

ifldiVidualS, wherein-the question was asked: k,

"Program xj fulfills the

to which it applies.".

65.
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and the. response. alliedvi:a the-use of-the following-format:.

1 2 3 4 6' 6

Strongly Disagree Moderately Moderately Agree 'Strongly
: .

Disagree Disagree 'Agrea:. Agree'

where a lesseroiagnitud (i.e. 1, 2, ... ) displayed the

respondent' s disagreement with the item elicitor, and this

measured a negative response to the perceived merit for each Of

the programs. If 100 people responded to these items (one for

each program alternttive), the 100 perceptions. (1, 2, ..., 6)

could be averaged and compiled into the, constraint serial:

) where PCPA ith constraint, and:represents the group's

.(N 7100) perception (PCP) of worth or merit for each: program. Of

course; a value for the'RHS..(bi:Must pe-:comOdted;' 'aperwe Will

survey this--development in tne next section':.

The importance of each, iteriOn constraint within the,

constraint matrix lies in its a ility to model each alternative

singularly ,(,via the individ ri ai' ...values), and collectively

(via the summation of the a-6, j=1, ..0). Singular modeling

allows the individual alternatives ,contribution to interaction-

effects to be input to the decisioning model. Collective mode-

ling tnen allows the impact to. the total system of potential

solutions to be comparativ ly evaluated against the established

bounds of the conditional ctor.



Computation of the Conditional (RHS) Vector

The need to limit the constraint coefficient Ations for a

realistic simillation of:' the system being modeled, as 'Well as the

use of these same summations to detect system impact, should now

be (hopefully) obvious to the reader.' If one wishe§ to limit'thq,

extent of some negative effect to the system via the alternatives

selected, then some upper bound is established for the sum of

criterion coefficients whiCh.rePresent this negative impact.

fSimilarly, if the modeler wishes to force somelevel'of pcsiPve

impact, a lower bound wouldbe defined forthe sum of 'positivee
6

°criterion coefficients, stating that this minimal sum must at

least be attained. What may not be so clear yet, is how these

limits are arrived' at.

One of the authors has performed considerable research in the

different ways to.devellop the RHS-values in the conditional,

vector. These effortshave.,produCed two basic methods fori

generating the RHS (the firs, static, meaning to be established

a priori, and therefore noriyariing; the second, Onamic, meaning

to.be defined algebraically within the model, the value(W

val-ling as the model varies An its search for a solutioh).

Most common method is the static approach because Of'its ease.in

modeling and the acoepta of its assumptions. :.We will limft

our diseussion at this ti therefore; to,the Static.RHS=v

) generation technique;

First let us review what we are attempting to accomplish with

the _linear inequality. Coefficients have been assig9ed to each
o4 f the p mindependent riables-(the multiple

hralternative decisions being analyzed), based upon the focus and

intent of the particular criterion being model (as a'

constraint). Eiecution of .,the models will''Sum various subseti of



' the set of'..coefficients defining that &iteri ori: and will

repeatedly compare that, sum to the .RHS the con

ditiOnal vectors; that

Recall also that the bi value is. to debOte impact to thasystem

as a 'whole; that is, the collectiVe:1[0act:of .the - subset of d

ion alternatives being evaluatee4S.:: a potential solution we ;-

think of ,",,,as a Whole" and "colIective:imPact". in the arithmetic.
. . .

. ,

sense, a useful analogy is the' arithmetic average or mean. That

is, the system will average the coetfklents! value being

analyzed; and compare this average y3th the sum of the

° coeff i ci ents .

To:acconlp)is'h this, the.'niOdeler :first. to:,pret..hoW

many -.decision,alternatives. (x- ); are -likely, to' be selected for the'.

final Solution; let us sAy. tk' Then the modeler computes the

--.Ple.an'of the 'coeffiCients fora particular criterion,



4o6imul ti pl i es the mean V,ilUd °A i by'the:expected number imoUn.0
of niiiltiplesolUtiOns,,

,

.

.where thef4S.7.value to bC compared with thecOntraint
jiCient (subset)-sum.

Where:.the,.number Of;Als apprOxiMate, the value of k.

Unfortunately, experience shows the use pf.the mean (alone)'

to be substantial ,in establiihing a vibrIcable b1 value, his

problem is easily rectifigil by introducing thg standard deviation

of the criterion coefficients to the big formula. Remembering
that the standar,d deviatibn SDA is obtained from:.



a x (Ai +`SDbij

j=1

LOWER BOUND bi = k (T.; SDiA

such that,

a x z k

j=1

'8

Of,

Use of the mean and standard deviation provides a consistent for-
.4-1

mat for constraining the decision-11g matrix; and each constraint,

therein. Not only is systematic flexibility afforded to the

model as it searches, fora unique (optimal) subset of solution

alternatives, but the problems associated with initial 'system

infeasibility are minimized.° The-dytion of infeasibility will be

covered in greater detail in a later section of this paper.'

Cyclical Optimatilation Via Iterative Objective Functions

;;.

,1

In our earlier, discussion of the role of the objective fund-
.

tion .(or cost vector) in gaining the Most optimal solution

(decisioning.alternatives subset) from:the available feasible

'solution subsets (acceptable to established constraints), the

reader may have become aware of the subtle bias the
. .

OF-coefficients place upon the final solUtion. Often, th-4.bias

is intended. As often, however, ft provides "fuel" for model

critics to attack the MAM proCeddre as another "computerize,

mathematically gerrymandering" technique. 4 satisfactory solu-

tion to this 'potential' problem is available, and relatively

easy to implement.,
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The idea of cyclical optimization inwlyevAthe cycling of

each constraint entry (i.e. the coefficients a{ of-the

constraint matrix) through the obje'tive function. Generally

speaking, this involves re- executing the model i-times, once for

each of the defined constraints whe're:

ij =

)

eacb i-th iteration.

Since we either. maximize or minimize the .sum of the

cj values depending upon their positive or negative focus

respectively,. cyclical optimization must be structured to then

maximize the objectiye function when the constraint values being

cycled are of a 'positive,impact' nature. And of course, the

.reverse being true for the negative-impact constraint focus.

The MAM structure thus involves anoptimizatiogn strategy,

which may be depicted as:

MAX
c--x. for each ioth iteration

MIN J

j=1
IJ

n

subject to: ai.jxj

j=1

cc.
J

=

fir

(Cr all i of m;

xj = 1,0 for some of m.

Cyclical optimization does not. eliMinate the bias of the cbje6.

tive function; but rather,,allpws
/
each constraint focus to simi-
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larly,:bias the result of the.Solution subset selection. As we

willsee-in e later section on "solution teaching," the cycling

of each constraint throughthe objective function provides a most

useful technique for studying total system ifipact.
,

T. r

Evaluation of the.Ma4le Alternatives Model

After rather011-ed treatments of the design and construc!-

tion of the MAM fee0ework, additional discussion concerning the

model's evaluationAthat is, implementation and execution) may..

seem redundant to -the reader., Obviously, the model is designed

in full acknowledgement of the way in which it will 'work' to

select alternative solutions., And the authors have gone to .con-

siderable length to indicate haw the model will react to the

..various changes in its design and development.

But execution of the Multiple Alternatives Model is not in

itself a "static" process. As a system of simultaneous linear

inequalities; varying configurations of the solution vector

Exl x2 x3 xn3 will produce different interaction effects

among the criterion constraint coefficients, effecting directly

their sums and thus their ultimate comparison to the established

RHS-bounds. It is conceivable (and unfortunately occurspften),

that:A.4g initial relationship between the constraint matrix'and

conditional vector produces what is known as an infeasible

4egian:- The model must then be revised by relaxing one or more

of the constraint summation liMits, in order to determine

(late) an initial feasible space, and its associated parameters

( values). Since the relationship bei:iVeen_criteria across

rnatives (viz., interactive effects modeling) is not' imme-

diately. evident In an infeasible situation, considerable time can

often be expended in locating the "problem!' RHS-fva'lud (or

.Vik.ialqps),

gF a
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Execution also refers to a previously discussed notion of

cyclical optimization; and the differing solution vector

which usually result when the objective function isireplid by

different values. The modeler must,keep track .of the difke

solution vectors (thus the term; solution teaching),,,and observe

the nature of each cyclical -OF ibpat upon the system's finals'

solutio

If the above few paragraph's still sound like "Cicero's.

tion'to the pretorium," then we have not errored by includir0
this section.

o

4 r ii

Total System Impact Via Multipje Competino Constraints
4

0 ON

As each potential solution 81ternative compips with otHbr

alternatives fir incluision4within a solution set, so also4oes

any particular permutated solutifin subset Ampe te with other

feasible solution vector alternatives.# The e
4

formation
4
of the

optimal solution vector occurs asfthe syst& asks itself these

questions during exec4ioN:MyAO
(1) how many alternatives will'occupy.the solution vector?

6 A*,

0, 4

(2) whith alternaXives will be selected?

3 e
(3) will these6(e.g.) three alternatives better fit the

constrained system optimally, versUs these other five?

(4) will in fact any combinational permutation of the alter-°

natives being modeled satisfy,the constraints?

(5) which constraints "constrain" more than others? which

less?
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(6) if the condifional vectorcis comprised of desired

impact, how close can the model select an optimal solu-

tion vector, and minimize th desired v..aktUal
,

n

a x
j

) values?'

4=1

' 74 what tradeoffs/preferentes have beenMad

criteria as a.whole., in the selection 0

solution subset7'oVer another.'

Thus, 'impact to the system being modeledis.basedA

the selection of tnesolulon vector subset and the,.re,

tenon constraints. It Ihis compltated interrelAi

'between-alternatives.and Oteria (viz., interacOwdiez

modeling) which MakestKOMANLan outstanding criterion-
...

referenced, decisionlrakirig:tool.

Initial, System Feasibility and Constraint#Retaxatidh.:

K..;

The MAM framework cannot systematicalZevolilt, v,,soluNft

subsets for an optimal,'configura ti yenfeiiity has
been initially established. F-.- c,4Utys Olymean;; that at

least one solution vector cOnfi von exi which will, sati-Oy.

the modeled criterion constraints-. °1inear:rnequal.iti If no
, ,, .

such configuration exists. (that it, the sol4ion veptWia4ro.

vector 0 0 0 ..\ 02, then the system is teclared. infeasible.
.

Although subtle, the occurrence of zero-JettOr is a%indSt import-

gev-

tant (albeit,. frustrating) result

If the system has been carefully simulated and, modeled via

valid criteribn-constrMnts, with the RHS-values accurately
it
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,

'. 4 .

reflecting ,sytem needs and/or demands -- then the result of a #
'zero-vector simply means that no Al ternat6.e is acceptable trb the
system as a solution.' In most cases, the Modelekw4L!d _then
neelax" one or more of the mod led :constsaints by inchtasing an

:A

, upper-b und and/or ,decreasing lower-bound. Such,. al teraVon ..f... .'

makes t e selection of some sol ti.on, vector easier without,
violating a, constraint coefficient summation. Howeverife if the

stem modeled '(in reality). can neither reasonably ntir,,ratl:onally
, -

,. .

accept the.'relaxati on of its ,."standard, and priorejtitS,9,..*the'!.,,
modeled region is :-declared infeasible The modeler .mast tkien- ' ..

neW.potenti al solution -alternatiVes to be inoludadvin -tV..
MAM -fraMeworl %, But if the earlier issue of the toll qcti vez'

A

exhaustivenes's of the ,altei-natives has been addi4esse,,ids the ,y.stem

r. . -

Cyclical Optimization and Solution Tracking :

it.,
- ,4- .-

°

:Cyclical optimization is accomplished by uti1izingtIfe

a% Coefficients of each constraint .as the c coeffi di Gttit. of,4,
the objective function. . Fol-"a`.model with m-constraints, 'a max4
mum of m-executions, each with m-different sets of objective
function coefficients, is possible. During any particular'..opti'-
mizatiori cycle, the constraint , whose coefficients form.-the laije4fik, .

to is. t.

tive function. is still retained as a constraint' for the
determination' of initial system feasibility

1 14

. .

) Quite obviously (we hope) the reader now ponders the fact,
that (or more appropriately, in-optimizations). will
prou m-sets of optimal solution alternatives. That is, given
a five--,..aJternative model, with three-constraints, the resulting
three cyclical optimizations coutd result in the solution sets:

4
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x3 x4

"-.TOTAL 1 1. 1

/. AS..4 pu can see, the first two cycles produced a solution set with

tmcf?'solutions' each; the third selecting a single alternative

-4n1Y. What is more interesting (though suicide-provoking in'

real-life) is the fact, that each alternative was chosen once

K4,i`(and only once) throughout the three cycles executed. Which

alternative(s) should then constitute the solution set?

1

TOTAL

2

2

1

Suppose now that a different eiiample. (and more realistic) is

posited, as follows:

x
1 x2 x3 x4' x5 TiTAL.

r---

Cycle 1: 1 0 0 1 1 3

Cycle 2: 1 1 0 0 1 3

Cycle.3: 0 0 , 1 1 1 3

Cycle,4: 1 0 0 0 1 2

Cycle 5: 0 0 1 1 1 3

T9TAL: 3 1 2 )3 5

. .
1

This five-alternative, 5-constraint problem tias produced a series
,,-

of '3-3-3-2-3' solutions throughout the five optimization cyc)es.
1...



More important (for now, anyway) is the total frequency wi

which each alternative was selected as a'member of the so 'ion

Set. This framework is very close to a vote casting situa ion, 40!

where each of five voters can vote for a maximum of three

candidates. ,(We guess voter #4 is as frustrated as many of us

are at election time.) Candidate #5 "picked-up" a total of five

votes, follow& by candidates 1 and 4: Candidates 3 and 2

acquired two and one yote(s), respectively.

Such a tallying of solution choide by constraint cycle is

known as solution tracking :' Each set of constraint values takes

.a turn at influencing the development of a solution set; at the

end of which, a simple tally displays the proportion of total

choice across all possible alternative choices. The novice at

this point may declare that,option 5 is a clear choice; and that

1 and 4 should follow suit, forming the solution set:

11/ El 1 13:

Depending upon the mutual exclusivity of selected alternative

.solutions, we chose to agree amicably or disagree violentlyP,

to

Mutual Exclusivity of Selected Alternative Solutions
OP

We have devoted an earlier section to the importance of Air-
,.

mulating collectively-eXhaustive alternatives (see P. 64 for

evaluation via the.MAM framework. It was also expressed that the .-

alternatives should overlap as little as,possible (if'at all);

that is,.the alternatives should represent clear, distinct

actions. -- no portion of which are inclu d within the domain of

another alternative solution being' evalua d. Such distinction

is known as the mutual exclusivity of defined alternatives.,



It remains ironic then, to now state that some multiple

alternatives problems by their very natured substance,

preclude such mutually- exclusive solutions:. At this point of

ambiguity, the best teacher is any example.

. Consider our earlier cyclical optimization illustration i

which the final composite solution vector was:

x4 x53 = t3 1 2 3 53

NOM let place this solutiOn into context. As a policy alter-

native to the management ,_of, enrollment. decline, you have chose to

evaluate five elementary school sites for closure, based upon

five a priori stated criteria. Being the intelligent and far-

sighted person you are (you're welcome!), you decide to invoke

the MAM frameWork to analyze these sites. The resulting,five-

cycle optimiiation produced the above composite vector. What is

your decision?

Those of us experienced in school closures (you can tell by

the scars)know, that the closing of one site may preclude a,

neighboring 'jeopardized' site from immediate closure, due to'the

transfer of students form the former to the latter school. Thus

the choice of one alternative (e.g. site) may preclude the

rational selection'af another alterntiave. This more situation-

specific illustration of# generic nonmutual-exOusiveness

inherent in tl-,1e,probjemitself, demonstrates the need for the

modeler to beWare.

A 'olutiOn to this problem is evident, however. Choosing the

5th site for closure, the RHS-values

oe



can be recomputed with i = 1,...,4 (5 missing) and the. problem

re-executed. Of course, the enrollments. the schools neigh-

boring the closed,site would be Increased via transferred

students; and criteria where enrollment was a factor, recomputed.

Also,, site #5 wOuld no longer bea part of the model,

Thus it is not enough, that multiple detisfciniftg,alt'ernatives

be generated di-stinct from one another (mutual exclusiveness,

input). Moreover, the individual entries of the derived solution

set must demonstrate such distinction (mutual exclusiveness,

output),

VALIDATION OF THE MULTIPLE ALTERNATIVES MODEL.

As the final secticinof Part II and prior to commencing the

development and,implementation of the sample R2LBAK I and ROLBAK

II models, we wouldwbe remiss in ignoring a most critical issue

of the MAM framework; that is, "Does MAM do what it purports to do

-- the manner in which At is supposed to?" Suth a demand for

accountability can only be responded to with, a most humble

(though gratifying) 'yes.'

Model Validity and Reliability Testing

Validation of the Multiple Alternatives Model can occur only

through its ability to predict performances 'other than perfor-

mance.in itself (viiz. validity),, and the degree to which modeling

results. (the solution vector) are consistent with purportedper-

formance (viz. relabtlity). Validating the execution and
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results of a mathematical decisoniikmodel thus extends'beyond

the.Omple:notion of, measurement In.effect, the modeling pro-

cess must demOnstrate at a minimum:'
. .

(1) that the decisiod arrived at is indicative of the cri-

teria usedein the rendering'of that decision; and

rr.

(2) that the'criteria as a collective whole are "piedictive"

of the resulting decision.

For validity testing of the MAM system the distributional

characteristics of each criterion variable must be analyzed; to

determine if a significant difference existsbetWeenthe distribu-
.

tion of the criterion measuring the."seectee..alternatives and

the distribution representing the "non-selectee alternatives.

If the criterion measures are interval' or ratio scaled, the anal-'

ysis technique is simply a oneway analysis of variance Procedure.,

where the independent variable TePresents whether the alternative

was selected (=1).or not (=0)., The results.of thisANOVA proce-

dure would determine if the partitioned criterion dittribution

reprAehting the selected solAion alternatives actually

reflected the initial intent of the criterion .constraint

If the criterion measures are nominal or ordinal scaled; the use

of the Chi-Squared procedure (with a (0,1) independent variable)

is recommended.

Reliability testing offerS a new dimension to the validation',
4

of decisioning models;, that isi the test of the'modeled

o

criteria's. ability to predict future "choices" Pe6men multiple

alternatives based upon.established criteria inter-relationships..

Thus in the results of a five criteria model, we ask the:.

question:

80
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"To what extent do relationships betweeen.,-the criterion
variables (constraints) exist, in order to permit'a
prediction of future - solution decisions based solely
upon these same inter-relationships?"

Instead of a single dependent (criterion) and independent
(decison) variable(s), we,.are now (in one example) confronted
with a dichotomous dependent variable (0,1, `to dhodse or not) and
five, independent variables attempting simultaneously to explain a
correspo dence between selection and Criterion aTues. This is
(obvio ly?) the protocol for employing 'discriminant functions-

/
anal s.. < Applying discriminant analysi-s, prediction equations
(linear combinations) are developed to allow future decisions
based upon the model's use of the current constraint criteria.

Validity testing thus reflectsthe extent to which the MAM.
solution vector reflects an appropriate partitioning of each of

t;the vector' s formulation. Secondly, reliability analysis
illustrates the degree to which the criteria relationships are so
well defined as to be predictive (collectively) of; solution vec-
.tor, iheiusion versus exclusion. '.

1.0

Individual vs. Collective ,Criterion I0pact

We have reiterated many times, tffe superior` tlyality, of. the,MANi
sgstem in controlling for the lthpac&(and influkh4) of..irtterac
tive .effects. e In th4 previoUs section, analysis of Variance
Procedures were recomMenclicf to tet the tv'aliclity 9f decision
modeling per individual cf7iter1on: However, the MAM framework

.

dOes :not ekist -1,6 a criter,ion-v4Cuum, but r:ather supports a, e:

collettive crite.riOn cinfiuente up,,on decisionmaking.. The use of
,discriminant turktions, to illustrate this col);:le tisve influence as
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a measure of Tenability, is consistent with the 'focus and impor-

tance of interactive-effects modelin.

A more detailed investigation is required of the interactive

effects by the multiple competing criteria because/of the add.-

tionalveliance upon cyclical OptImizatton and the resulting com-

posite-generated solution vector. Only through the use of

predictivelinear combinations, can the true 'Ipredictable" cri-

:ter i on -impaCt be understood.

Comparative' Effects Modeling?
,

" -

An earlier discussion of the use of the composite variable

ranking (CVR) technique (see 'page 21) in'ePa,lYzing potential

solution alternatives, ..introduced theApain7effectimodelin9

approach to multiple alternati'ves. 4,Pe results from the CVR pro-

cedure can be directly compared to the MAM results far averlap.

Indirectly, the CVR solution vector can beutinied as'the inde-

pendent variable to an ANOVA pracedure, or as the.deperldent

variable to discriminant functions. ,The resultyg statistics can

then be matched against the same statistics resultin6 from an

analysis, of MAM results;,and the "differential impact per

criterion, and collectively across all criteria'compeed.

The reader is cautioned"-however to remember that the CVR

approach does not controlfor interactive effects. Thus any par,

titular choice (solution) takes' into account only the measures

of the criterion' analyzed AnOividuallly. It is reasonable to

expect then, that CVR results may produce more agreeable ANOVA

comparisons. The "proof of the pudding" howOver will 1ie,in the

matching of the results from the use of discriminAnt functions,

when all criteria are taken into account simultaneously (which is

,Also reality's demand).

.
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Non f-Regotiabler Soluti,on Alternative

A final comment before.displaying tFe actual results of two
.1 .

MAM applicatiorvs.In fi:scal roll-back context. You might ask,,
why go to .all this trouble in order to analyze a multiple alter:-
natives ,situation? 'Clear)y, a great deal of effort iS required

:,to define the criteria,- measure and input theM to the Model! Is
t all worth lt?. And if so, why?

.
an.4,4tion' s .vague, ambiguous ,(arld, otherwise 1wishy,-,

'washy ) plirWen,toflecisiOning might lead the casual obserr to
belitcigeethsat the resulting :decision can likewisebe non-spetqlic,

nia94;often-oecur, the actions derived frointhe deci-
sions41 not-:-themseAes be va§ue(altnoUgh.they may be
sintoherlent)e And the reSults o be ambi-
guous (tough they stay provide Worthle s or even' disastrous).
Decision,Vaking',.'espeCially -in the multiple alternatives arena,
is !lei. r, as easy nor as simple (non-complex) as some people
.lead otk:

Mult`ip 'alternatives 'deCision-making can oily be ratibnally
acCOmpl ;vi a' the use of defined cr.i teri a; and the conscious
control of ttle,criteria's competitiv . interaction. If you at' a
decision can 'aeeoLmirish,' this' successfully while discounting
the MAM.' We*-are most bumble impres04. However, if
having 'rea previous p'ages*(11; can now recognize the
complexity_ OT .1410 tipl e al ternati, ves decisi oning, and the requi re-
Ment 'for a structured frofmework in, which' to evaluate these alter-
natives-7; we rest .ours- calset



PART III

'FIELD APPLICATION OF THE ROLBAK MODEI'
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INTRODUCTION-TO THE' FIELD APPLICATION

Part III now prepares to address the issue of actually

operationalizing',the claims of the first 'and second parts. That

is, can a, structured deciSioningsystem be formulated to evaluate

-thespecific criterion- referenced alternatives of various program

units for fiscal roll-back in a budgetary crisis; and can.sucha

driterion-referenced, multiple-eltertives model be utilized '

'confidently in a funding deallocatioVsituation?

The authors have had the distinct. (though unfortunate)

. advantage of residing in a state which now finds itself in the

midstrbfa severe, finantial .emergency., In all sectors of
,----

education state policy level to the realm of the

classroom teacher, alternatives are now being studiecl to brace

for a cut to state - support for both K-12 and post-secondary

.education. To present the design and utility of the ROLBAK

formalization, a single school district has been selected.for the

requ4ed piloting.activities to demonstrate the ROLBi.K

formulization.

Need for he Research

In an' age of expanding technology, the role of sophisticated

approaches to decision-making haS become' more accessible to the

field administrator. ,Nothing supports this view more strongly

than the recent advance of computer technology in particular.

Yet, those individuals who could best afford the advantages of

sophistication remain the greatet obstacles to. tihe accep-

tance of sophisticated tools as a beneficial tool for data analy.

4,,

1 41
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Os, and evaluation. Th'e situation .surrounding the funding,

deallocation of specific programsis a clear example.

Scant resource's. require a revision of expanding service
. ., .

activities.. Comptunding. the problem of forced decline is the

--fact that' many years'of affluence, in the availability. of wide,

divers'e service deliVery now clouds the issue of which services

larq essential and which are a luxury -- that is, the difference

'between entitlement on the One-hand, and enrichment on the ether.

Therefore, the evaluation of current operating programs for
. .

possible, elimination' (or reduction) will not only-require

- assessment of performance, but also a measure of the program'
.. .:

.

demand and need. As.the
4

Idecision-makeraddS the criteria Of
.

and demand to the already generic.criterion 'list of

effectiveness, efficiency, satisfaction and expenditure, the rol

' bf a multiple alternatives forMulation to'determine programs for

retention vs. reduction via an analysis o multiple, competing

criteria becomes paramount.,

Finally, the need for a demonstration of a criterion-

referen?ed, multiple-alternatives decisioning model is dictated

'-by the parallel need of due-process. Not only does the decision

maker need to be convinced of the.efficacy of a carefully'for-

muiated MAM framework, but the program participants themselves

need a firm understanding of the modeling perspective. People

affected by the model-generated solutions (in thpis case, programs,

to be terminated) must accept that their personAh interests were

part of the decision, and that the relevant criteria were taken

'into account in the preparation of the final decision.

85
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Purpose of the Research..-

4The mission of thit., ng is two-fod; first, to.

demonstrate the'developmeA grypf the multiple-altee,

native analysis'framewotk reaOf ffscal roll:backt;..

and second, to assess therele ssUes of decision validity

and model 'reliability for, the read and pOteqal user. We as

scientists fully realize, that Opeptance of,Or'techaique can

./ Wreasonably come only after naxilifir&itiqu scrutiny. ; e

have endeavored to step-byLste0AnOtate the development of the

ROLBAK model for this particular study, And, we have enOlgyed

the use of parametric statistical proceduees, Warder to assess

the model's impact upon the task at' hand.',

That task is this. Given an existing district program of B1

individual and distinct units, and the costs involved. .---prepare;,

'execute and evaluate the results of a mathematicaLmodeling pro

cedu'e whih utilizes a criterion-referented base for determining o.
,

which program units remain operational, and which program units

must be di§continued.

The.criteria involved represent the identified expenditure

.requirements of each program uni, delineated across the eight

"object" categories of a program b dget; and a single measure of

subjective opinion on the part of entral office administrators

as to which units are more imports t than others. We limit the

inClusion,of criterion references to only nine indicators for

convenience only. Many other measures nust be included in the

final determination of units to be deallbcted. Hbwever; the
.

'demonstration of the model's utility will not require the loading'.

df all =relevant criteria into -this piloting-formulated model.

8&
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A

. bverview of the*Research

)14rt . \
The outline for the ,contents of Part III have been

:

.con ructed to accommodate chronological discussion of the

. ROLB Amode116 desi n, data construction, execution,-and post-hoc
.

,

evaluation. s

;3

r

o

.The f.ollowirg section d s with the construction of the

database for subsequent MAM-analy. The text two. sections will

then present the rationale and methodology for utilizing the T-
,i

:normal transformation of the new-scOed measures (dollars of

,e9enditure). In addition; a brief discussion of special-con-

sid&ations in dealing with scant matricesrwill'be presented,

The fifth sedtion deals entirely with the search for initial

Model feasibility -- that is, the identification of the correct

mix of constraint, values (RHS) to permit an initial solution to

the model; yo

.The next two sections present the result solutions) deve-

lopedthrough the use of "restricted" and "re, axed" models,

respectively. These two.sections have.been developed separately

to highlight the differential impacrof weighting.

The finkl two sections provide both %a comparison ;of the

restricted versus relaxed solutions, and a generalized discussion'

of the total ROLBAK performance under ,analysis.

7
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CONSTRUCTION OF THE DATABASE.

Although an actual field application (i.e. "for real ") of

ROLBAK to a fiscal emergency would .necessarily include many cri-

terion -references to effectiveness,' efficiency, need, demand,

sAisfaction and expenditure; the authors have limited the pilot

of ROLBAK to a small 'aggregate of measures. Under the broad

title of 'database(' will exist the numerical vtlues 'required to

operationalize the functions of the constraint matrix, con-

ditional vg-tor CRHS),,and the objective. function., Finally,': b.

three' distinctly different scIles will be used to demonstrate the
4

versatility of the model's' da -input requirements.

p
?

Source of Data
0

Data for the model's execution represents two gengralized*

measures: (1) a measure of expenditure requirement(S), in

thousands of dollars; and (2) a,measure of subjective bias,

ordinally-scaled in units of rank (i:e., 1,2,3,...).

The expenditure data is input to the model in two separate

fashions. The'first, segregated by objectcategory, provide

eight (8) separate'exRenditure amounts for each of.the program

cunits under consideration. These object Categories are defined

as projected allocations for

1. CERT - certificated salaries

2. LAS - classified salaries

3. ENE - employee benefits

4._ .SUPL - supplies and materials

5. INST instructional supplies

4-

ter1

1D2
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CONT Contractual-services

- 7. TRAY - travel expenditures

8. CAPI - capital'outlay

These measures (orig elly in $1000's) will be later transformed

into T-normal scores. .Secondi, a)category'Of 'total

experiditures' required will be input to the model. This par-
:

ticulali, constraint will be utilized to efficiently control the

'cutting bias' of the model execution.

The second, general input manner will be an ordinal "rank of

perceived expendability" attributed to eachsof the individual

program units. Central office administrators were directed to

rank thekograms under consideration as to theii- degree of rela-
.

tive expendability, with 1 = most expendable.

For thivpartcular ROLBAK pilot, a total of 31 programs

were evaluated to determine the membership ofthe target set for
,

deallocation. Thee criterion ipdicators to perform the MAM analy-

sis included eight measures of object expenditure and a measure-

.of perceived expendability, as well as a measure of composite

expenditure.

Method of Data Generation,

Total projected expenditures for each of the 1'identified

program units were delineated into 8._objectcate4ories, as

.available from district 'office budOting records. The rank -

measures of perceived expendability portray composites from the

aggregated ranks of four staff members: superintendent,

assistant superiptendent, and two administrative assistants.

89
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In.a dition, the eight objects were summed to provide a

Measure of projectqg total expenditure by unit. The jutility of

this .composit0 measur
e
will be discussed in a later section.

t

Where no expenditures were noted for a.particular'program under a

specific object, the value of 0 (zero) was assumed. Such zero-
.

'cells form a scant (or sparse) matrix. Necessary controls for

the analysis of scant matrices are distussed in-;the succeeding

two sections.

Matrix Formating for MAM Utilization

jigure 8 displays the raw database to be transformed .to T-,

;'normals (see next section) and subsequently evaluated by the MAM

procedure. Note that the model will incorporate 10 criterion

measures for analysis: expenditure by object (8).., total expen-

diture by unit (1)rand perceived exparidability (1). As will be

discussed in a latet. section, the total unit expenditure criteria

will be utilized twice under actual model execution: once to

establish a level of minimal cuts, and the second to provide an

upper pound on the model's.'cutting' (we did not want the proce-

dure to go "wild").

) Recall the reason foi- the database described in Figure. A.

These'bre-aeures will guide the R BAK analysis in determining

which units will be allocated . deallocated funding based

nbt'only upon their expected expenditure by object but also upon

their degree of perceived expendability. In addition, the

measure of total unit expenditure (across all 8 objects) will. be'

utilized to control for determining when "enough cuts"Jlave been

made to balance the new budget limitations.

.)9
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Figure 8, India) Raw Data Base for T-Normal Transformation and Entry into ROLBAK Procedure.

PRG

. I

Budgeted Expenditures in $1000 by
k
Object

TOTAL

.

PCP

OBJ-1

[CERT]

9

OBJ-2

(CLAS]

OBJ-3

[BEDE]

OBJ-4

[SUR]

OBJ-5

(INST]

OBJ-6

[CONTI

OBJ-7

(TRAY]

OBJ-8

(CAPI]

1

. 1

1

01 55,0 5.5 20.0 7.0 87.5 19

02 19'.0 5.0 3,5 3.0 140 12.5 44.5 18

03 :19.0 5.0 10.0 34.5 23

04 54,0 1,0 9.0 .5 6.5 71.5 13

05 53.0 5.5 10.0 1.5 .5 70.5 14

06 -1 20,0 1.0 7.5 4.0 32.5 15

07 40.0 3.0 5.0 .5 3.0 51.5 16

Ots 1.5 1.5 25

09 3.0 19,0 3.5 17.5 43.0 4

10 3.0 1.0 4.0 17

11 13.0 1.0 16.0 16.0 8.0 54.0 21

12 1.0 1.0 2

13
.

5.0 5.5 .24

14 3.0 .5 .5 4.0 20

15 39.0 3.5 3.5 36.0 34.0 116.q, 11

16 1.0 22.0 23.0 7

17 107,0 107.0 10

18 13.0 1310 1

19 2.0 2.0 9

20 1.0 U 8

14.0' 1.5 .5 10.0 30

/ .5 * 10.0 10.5 28

23 34.0 9.5 '11.5 55.0 26

24 1.0 .5 2,0 1.0 4.5 29

25 ( 2.0 ' .5 2.5 31

26 10.0 3.0, 6.0 19.0 12

27 1.0 . 1.0 3

28 1.0 1.0 5

29 1.0 2.0 22

30 2.0 i 10.0, 12.0 27

31 '2.5 2:5 6
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INITIAL T-NORMAL TRANSFORMATIONSr c,

One of the original directions to this paper was to present
6.

the versatility of the°MAM framework to accept a wide array of

measurement scales as indicators for -the values of the criteria.,

. Although not discussed at length, all scales (i.e. nominal,

ordinal, interval and ratio) can be accommodated by the MAM,

Model.

In addition, the MAM framework in general and ROLBAK in

particular, can be structured to model one of two situations (or

both) concerning measured impact: impadt of the system modeled

specific to the :individual effect for eagalter_n.ative's value;

and impact to the system modeled generalized Lolthe collective

effect for all alternatives' values. Briefly, the need for

conol of specific,. individual effect (the former) addresses, the

need to measure the utility of each program alternative, and its

absolute ability to coexist with other alternatives as part of

the solution set. The use of a control for generalized, collec-

tive effect (the letter) however, addresses a less rigorous need

to measure t4 utility, of a program alternatTve and its relative

ability to become a member of the*Solution set.

Extensive research has been accomplished over the past five

years by this.. author to understand the implications of a

generalized, collective measurement system for criterion eya,

luation and control. -Specifically,this research has centered

about the usefulness of standardized (normalized) measures to

accomplish this collective control need. Early-work with z-

' cores was satisfactory, Gut
\

nequired..vigilance for the arith-

metic impact of weights beneath the mean, that is, the negative

values of z-score. Conversion to T-normalsorecluded such

92
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toncern, and forms the primary measurement scale for the object

expenditures in the ROLBAK model.

. ,

The u of standardized measures allows the decision-maker.

to measure the. relative impaCt of each criterion's Weight. (for

each unit alternative) ApithoUt being concerned about the specific

dollar amount. Reliance upon relative impact via the "object'

criteria is valid Within the ROLBAK system, since an additional

criterion of total expenditure for each 'Progi.am unit is present.

Transformation Considerations for a Scant Matrix

Before prodeeding with a specific illustration of normalized,

transformation,' we add acautionary,note concerning data MAriceS

witha,high,number of 'empty cells,. 'Empty cells normally mean one

of two things: either4the.meaSurewaS' ,ero', and therefore. a

zero was entered; or the criterion was..ifiappropriate to that par.

ticular alternative, and therefore, no measure is possible. Asvie.

said much earlier, the choice of relevant criteria which are

applicable,across all alternatives,willpreclude the model:

builder from the need to control for sophisticated confounded

effects from irrelevant criterion.variables.

For ROLBAK, the amount of zero-cells demonstrating zero-cost

in 'particular'obects for certain alte atives is very arge1

large enough to call' the data, matrix a "scant" or "sparse" matrix

(more zeros than not). To control for this situation, and to

provide a better environment for the use of the RHS.control

values, we chose to exclude the empty cells from cakulaVon of

the normalized measures.
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0

This'is to say (please read very carefully now), that:

the normalized. values
4

associated with a particular

bAerin demonstrate the relative weight of that cri.-

terion for the individual unit, relative to the other

unit weights where such criterion expenditure actually

exists: .

'(YOu can 'stop reading carefully' now!)

In effect; theszero weights denoting no expenditure,,are not

part of the original distributNn'that will compute -the standar-
.

dized measures; and-thus the calculated weights will'bei'mbre4con-

versat With the other unit values where criterion expenditure

. actuallycextsts.

First Stage Transformation to Z-Scores

a,
. , k

t

he following subsections are preented in brief to help

those readers who Ove'misplaced their statistics knowledge (who

has not?) 4N. .

A.z7score is a normalized measure, standardized to reflect

the relative weights' of each of the 'raw date, values which form

sreciftc distribution of scores (in our specific case, the

dtstribution of expected expenditures, by object category). A z-

.4cork.represents:the mean of the raw distribution as a-10.0Q',

and the standard deviation as'a '+1.00'. That is, a raw score

which represents a single standard deviation above the mean of

the distribution is computed as a +1.00.. If :a score -is. one and

one-half timeSthe standai-d deviation below the mean, it is

..represented as -1.50; and so- forth.

-11°444r.h...
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This is to say (please read very carefully now), that:

the normalized. values
4

associated with a particular

erfteriOn demonstrate the relative weight of that tri!.

terion for the individual unit, relative to the other

unit weights where such criterion expenditure actually

.1 exists.

'(You can -stop reading carefully now!)

In effect; the:'zero weights denoting no gxpenditureare,not

part of the original distribut$sn'that will compute -the standar-

dized measures;. and.thus.the calculated wgights wili'be?mbre4com-

versint With the other unit values where criterion expenditure

.:actuallyt&tsts.
1

First Stage Transformation to Z-Scores

he. following sUsections are preented in brief to help

those readers who Ove'misplaced their statistics knowledge (who

has not?) .

A.z7score is a normalized measure, standardized to reflect

,the relative weights'of each of the 'raw date, values which form

sreciftc distribution of scores (in our specific case, the

distribution of expe(ted expenditures, by object category). A z-

.4correpresents:the mean of the raw distribution as a-io.ow,

and the qandard deviation as'a '+1.001. 'That is, a raw score

which represents a single standard deviation above the mean of
.

the distributioeis computed as a +1.00. If a score -is. one and,.

one-half times' the standai'd deviation below the mean, it. is

represented as -1:.50; and so, forth.

'94
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For the zealots among you, the transformation formula for

computinga z-score from a raw distribution is follows:

x. -
z -

1 s

where,

and,

=

subject to,

EX.

N

1/2

E(Xi - 502

N - 1

1,2,...,N values.

mean)

(standard deviation)

Second. Stage Transformation to T-Normals

The use of T-normals is simply suggested as a useful tech

nique for circumventing the negative values of z- scores (or

z-normals, if you wish). T-normals are standardized measures,

with a mean of 50.00 and a standard deviation of 10.00. Thus, a

negative T-normal would result only from a raw measurei, whose

value resides greater. than 5 standard deviations belowt tile mean

of the distribution (somewhat unlikely, in the usual case).

T-normals are computed directly from z-scores, as follows:
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Ti 10.0"(zi) + 50.0,

e4

.

such that a z = -1.0 becomes a T =, 40.0, a z =. +2.5 becomes a T =

75.0, and so forth.

FORMULATION OF THE ROLBAK MATHEMATICAL MODEL

-The-reader -(see --page 61) to review

the format of the generalized MAM framework. Recall that the

model utilizes three distinct though obviously ,interrelated

segments. The first, the constraint matrix, contains the coef-

ficients for the system of simultaneous linear inequalities (and

equalities), whose independent variables are the alternative

program units. Therefore, these coefficient values are really

the criterion measures associated with each independent

variable''s "performance" or "need":

The second distinct segment, ;the conditional vector (or

"right-hand-side"), contains thetkomposite measures which

restrictthe summations of the coefficients of the independent

variables, as those independent variables are evaluated for

inclusion within the final solutiori set. These RHS-values are

the upper (or lower) bounds associated with the linear

inequalities, and the exact standard associated with any linear

equation.

The last segment, the objective function, provides the

guiding force behind the selection of alternatives for membership

within the solution set. Remember that objective function

(sometimes referred to as cost vectors, whether measuring cost or

not) must be either maximized or minimized, depending upon the

er, 1.16
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objective of the problem modeled. Maximizing (or minimizing) the

summation of the obiectfve function AS:referred to (in

fashionable circles, of course) as optimization.

'

*-
Under optimality then, the goal of the model is as follows:

to formulate th "best" solution mix of alternatives

based upon t e values of the objective function; given.
,

the col v, .mts..defined.bytheTfthilltaneous system of

inequ ies (and equalities) as modeled by the

constraint matrix, and the limits provided by the con-

ditional vector.

The Constraint Matrix.

To formulate the ROLBAK problem, a total of 31 individually

funded programs were defined for evaluation. Each program's

budget was delineated into it's individual 'object expenditurel---N:c

requirements (certificated salaries, instructional supplies,

etc.). Theserinitial eight expenditure breakdowns form the first

8 constraints of the constraint matrix; and are entered as T-

normal transformations. The next two constraints are identical

vectors containing the total,.composite expenditure requirements

for each program unit. Expressed in thousands of dollars, these

two vectors will provide the basis for controlling the model's

final, total amount of final deallocation. The last constraint

vector, in'the matrix, contains the ranked values for the

"perceived expendability" of each unit; where 1 = most expendable

and 31 = least expendable.

O.,

Thus the criterion coefficients of the constraint matrix

represent three distinct measurement features: T-normals
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measured -in standard units, total expenditure measured in

thousands of dollar 's, and expendability measured in ordinal

ranks.

Conditional Vector for a Scant Matrix

The RHS-values ofthe_condition4]....vector served to. opera-

tionalize the simultaneous system of the constraint matrix;. that

is, they _establish the limits which the vector-coefficients sum-

mations must comply with.

For the initial; -8 object- expenditure constraints, the

RHS=values are computed to effect a"generalized impact upon the

system as a whole treating all objects equally. 'Thus, expen-

ditures projected in any one category do not place their assoc-
.

iated programs in weighted jeopardy. Although ib some modeling

cases.such weighting will be desirable, the current example

weights all equally for demonstration purposes. These specific

values will be discussed at length in the next section.

/The next two-constraint vectors are identidal in that their

coefficients represent composite object expendituresJor each

program. The district's current operating budget comprised 893.5

(thousands) dollars. The goal of the model was to develop a.plan

for effecting a revised operating level of not less than 675.0

dollars (1000's) nor greater tpan 790.0 dollars (1000's). To

model this objective (constraint), the sum of the first vector

. was limited to 675.0 (greater than or equal,. and the sum of the

second vector to 700.0 (less than or equal). In effect, this

"bracketing" allows a 25.0 dollars (1000's) flexibility factor

for model evaluation.
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The final constraint, the measure of perceived-expendabil-

ity, was modeled to effect a smaller sum (minimized). This was

necessitated due-to the fact that a smaller.rank represented._

greater ex"pendability .and thus, the sum of smaller values pro-

duces a "preferred" smaller amount.

The considerations required for a scant matrix involve only

the first,8 inequality vectors. However, the sum of zgcf will

not deter from thd utility of the, conditional vector in 'success-

fully controlling the sum of.the remaining sums. Since the empty

cells represent no expenditure for that particular object, the

choice of the'associated program unit will not contribute to the

RHS-requirement (limit). (Again, please refer to the next sec-

tion
/

for a more, detailed discussion.)

Cyclical Objective Function

Since the-construction of the objective function, and:the

subsequeht.maximization or minimization of its sum, defines what

we call'optimality', the content to the O.F. fs a biasing factor

to the model's evaluation of alternatives. It is reasonable to

expect a different mix of solution alternatives, if the model

utilizes a different objective function or changes from maximiza-

tion to minimization of the same objective vector.

ROLBAK examines the effect such manipulation has upon solu,

tion results by cycling each individual constraint vector through

a separate execution as the objective function. Moreover, the

focus is altered to investigate both optimality directions, maxi-

mization and minimization.
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The Problem

Given the structure,of the MAM frameyork discussed above,

the resulting ROLBAK.model will select (X.
J

1) thOse program

units to be retained, that are to receive funding.

1

t;SEARCH FOR REGIONAL FEASIBUIITY AS BENCHMARK.

The initial attempts in executing a MAM-designed solUtion,

requires the establishment of first, initial region feasiblity of

.the decision space, and second, a benchmark from which the mani-

pulation of RHS-weighting and Cyclical optimization can both be

measured. Decision space (regional) feasibility simply means

that at least one solution exists which satisfies the require-

ments of the constraint matrix and conditional vector. If no

solution exists,, under any circumstance allowed by the linear

inequalities and equalities,' then the decisioning (constraint)

region is declared to be "infeasible"; and the model either

Altered or abandoned.

Once feasibility is determined, a benchmark is established

to begin the cydlical evaluation of the various agreed7upon cri-

terion values. The benchmark may in fact the initial point at

which feasibility is determined. However, serious practitioners

of the art (obviously us!) will search for two separate modeling

configurations from which to observe the effect of the,varying

optimality criteria. These separate configurations Can best be

addressed as states of restriction and relaxation.
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. The restricted model contains RHS-values which force the

execution to choose its solution set most carefully; that is, the

limits imposed are very restrictive as to what'is allow,able to

constitute a solution. On the other hand, therelaxed model uti-

lizes such RHS-values as will invite solution set membership pat-

, terns which widely differ. The authors have chqsen. both so as to

please even the most skeptical of, our readers.

'NI of the Scant Matrix

The normal procedur4 in attempting to establish feasibility

is to arbitrarily project the number (N) of solution which is

likely to result from the successful implementation of the model.

With the use of T-normals, and. the given T(mean) = 50.0 and

T(standard deviation) = 10.0, the arbitrary N con.be used to

establish a beginning RHS-value:

N(50.0 + 10.0) = N(60.0)

for a perceived upper bound; and:

N(50.0 - 10.0) = N(4d.0)

for a percei
{ved

lower bound. (The rationale for such con-

siderations has been discussed at length in a preVioth chapter of

thi s report.)

The existence of a scant matrix however provides a rather

unique situation concerning such 'N' fOrmulation. That is, the

N's concerning each criterion across all alternatives will

differ,. based upon the number of empty (i.e. zero)tcells. And in.
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fact for this particular ROLBAIA forwulation, this is exactly the

_Case. Referring' to FigUre 8 (on page 91 ), you will see that the

number of non-zero cells are as follows:

CERT = 12

CLAS.= 10

BENE = 8

SUPL = 14

INST = 10

CONT = 14

TRW= 2.

CAPI = 18.

Under these circumstances, the useful relatjonship of

must be changed to

N(T(Mn) + T(S.D.)).

Nk(T(Mn) + T (S.D.))

for each separate k = 1,2,...,8 of the object expenditure

categOries.

Expected Solution Index

The expected solution index (ESI) controls for both the

existence of a scant matrix of zero-cells, and the necessity to

investigate varying levels of solution N's -- that is, the number

Of units which may be members of the final solution set.

Although inextricably related,-wewill develop each separately

for the.sake of understanding their unique contribution;,,

-
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The existence of a scant matrix will provide a varying

number of non-zero cells. To operationalize the utility of the

N(T(Mn) + T(S.D.)) idea, we must vary the N for each computation

of the,particular RHS-value: Furthermore, the region of -Nasible

§olufion(s) will likewise requie'the search for a suitable

(expected) solution set size; that is, to allocate (for example)

funds to 10 prograMs; or 12; or. 14; ,etc.

The EIS is calculated to take into accou both scant matri-

ces and. arying solution set membership by utilizing the postulate:

where,

(N 0)(E)

N(total)

(N > 0) = number ornon-zero cells for the given

criterion constraint;

(E). = number of expected solution set

alternatives; and

N(total) -4 number of total possible alternatives.

In our ROLBAK example, this expression can be reduced to

(N 0) (E)

31

For example, if we were to examine the ESI for the "c rtificated

salaries" constraint (12 non-zero cells) and an expect solution

membership of 10, .the index based upon the (N 0) would be calcu-

lated as:
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N70

31 j/

and with the expected membership (E) of. 10,

N70

31 =.387(10) 4 3.87

This index and its relatio ship to the T-normal values will be

described in the next subsection.

RHS-Values by Index
A..

Figure 9 summarizes the calculation of RHS-values utilizing

the idea of an expected solution index (ESI) for a scant matrix.

for example, given the constraint of certificated salaries

CERT), with 12 non-zero. entries and an expected solution mem-

bership of 10 units, the RHS-Value-would be computed as:

12
(

10)
(50.0 10.0) 3.87 (40.0) = 155.0,

31

assuming that .a "linear bound" is the desired RHS intention.

The RHS-values for PERC and COMP are arrived at arbitrarily

as well, but without resorting to the above scheme for T-norMals.

Search for Feasibility

Use of the ESI system discussed in the preceding subsection

established immediate feasibility,'with coneyrrent values for

71
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Figure 9. Computation of Conditional Vector (RHS) Values fo?'Eonstraint Matrix

with Zero Sub-Matrices and Cell-Entries Based'Upon T-Normal Scores

Criterion Constraint Code

Certificated Waries ., CERT

Classified Salaries' CLAS

Employee'Benefits BENE

Supplies & Materials SUPL.

Instructional Supplies INST

Contractural Services CONT

Travel Expenditures TRAV

Capital Outlay CAPI

Administrative Perception PERC

Composite Budget . COMP

* *

N)0

Index = II

RHS-Values by Expected Index**

N)0 INDEX*
N )

E.10 EF12 EF14 E,16

12 .389 155 186
,

217 248

10 .323 129 155 181 206

08 258 103. 124 . 145 165

14 .45 181'. 217' .253 289

10 .323 129 155 181. 206

14 .452 181 217 253 289

02 .065 026 031 036 041

18 .581 232 279 325 372'

31 (Restricted = 500./ Relaxed = 600)

31 (Lower Limit = 675.0 / Upper Limjt = 700.0)

RHS (EXP) = [00] [T(Mn)4. T(0)] / 31 = (Index), Tm 10 ,Where: 1. Index (40) for Lower Bound (ii)

Index (60) for Upper Bound (),
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PERC and COMP as shown. Any value for PERC less than 500,

however, lost the feasible region.::

Search for Benchmark

The range of expected membership values was varied fromiE =

' 10 to E'= 16, and the definition(s) of relaxed benchmark attached

to:
,

E = 16; PERC = 500,

and restricted benchmark attached to:

E = 10; PERC'= 600.

Since the object categories were constrained to force sum-

mations greater than or equal to the RHS-values established by

the ESI, the larger the RHS-value, the more difficult to find an

accdptable solution,-- therefore, thi more restricted. Likewise,

for the relaxed system and smaller values of the RHS.

For the purposes of the remainder of this chapter:, the

-restricted and relaxed benchmarks will be utilized to observe the
#.effects of cyclical optiMization upon solution,'set membership.

CYCLIC OPTIMIZATION OF THE RESTRICTED MODEL

The first of two major quantitative assessments, the cyclic

optimization of each of ten (10) criterion linear (convex) com-
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binations as 'the ,objective function, produced analyzable results

under kotf1 maximization andiiinimization. This section will

study these results, and address their relationship to both th9

model's execution and the criteria utilized, for the restricted

model.

Maximized/Restrictedlutions'

Figure 10 displays the results of thevarioyScydlical maxi=

mizations within the restricted setting.., Of:the::0Ossible com-

binations of the available 31 units for solLition Mimbership, -only.

two distinct solution. sets were formed. The mix:set of 10 Y

entries

01,02,03,04,05i07,09,11,16,17 j

produced a new budget of 680.0 dollars (1000's) for a savings of

213.5 dollars (1000's), in five cases. Similarly, another five

instances formed the mix set of 10 entries

01,02,04,05,07,11,15,16,17,2.3

producing a new budget of 680.5 dollars for a savings of 213.0

dollars.

Additional technical data has been included/within the

figure for the more technically knowledgeable.
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Figure 10. 'Effect, Upon Budget Reallocation De,isions Based'Upoa the Variable Flows of a Cyclic Objective
Function, and the.Interaction of a "Maximized, Restricted" Constraint Iterative Problem.
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OS. Value:

Iteration at
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"T,-
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--7,

217.9

10 .

433.9

lo..,

330.0

.

10

362.1

Optimality: 36 69. 76 115 228 ' 27

Time (secs): .266 .298 .288 .325' .384 .264

Roll-Back
Savings: 680.0 680.0 680.5 680.0 680.5 680.5

(- Cut) (-213.5) (-213.5) (-213.0) (-213.5) (-213.0)( -213.0)

10 10 10 10
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- N
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%
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Figure 10. 'Effect. Upon Budget Oeallocation Decisions Based*Upoa the Variable Flows of a Cyclic Objective
Function, and the.Interaction of a "Maximized, Restricted" Constraint Iterative Problem.

S
0r

Objective Maximization Constraints1 ' Restricted
(EXP16; PERC . 500)

Foidget .
Alterna- 01 . 02 ( 03 . 04 Y05' 06 07 08 09 10 SELECTION BUDGET

'Oyes CERT CLAS SOL' INST CDNT TRAY CAP! PERC COMP TALLY AMOUNT

a

01 w 8; X X ,,. X X X X 10 87.5

4 02 x x x. x ' x x x x x x
i 03 0

04

X' X "X / x x
1... i4411 ---.x S X X x x x x x 10

05 k.,.,1 X. N V. X 'x ; x' x:: X x x ..X.
,

10 70.5

06 p -- 32.5

07 X X.' X X x X X X X X 10 51.5

08 ,' -- 1.5

09 i x x x 5 43.0

10 -- 4.0

11 x x x x I x x X -10 54.0

12 . -- 1.0

13 I
-- 5.5

14 -- 4.0

15 x .x 1c x. V. - x . x x x x 10 116.0

.x.'.. ...h. X x x x X

5' 23.0

17 10 107.0
16 x x x x x

19 , -- 13.0

At. -19 -- 2.0

20. 1.0

21 16.0

22 10.5

23 x X 55.0

24 4.5

25
. 2.5

26 19.0

27 -. 1.0

28 1.0

29 2.0

30 12.0

31 a J
". 2.5.".... '

10 10 , 10 10 10..d. 10 10 10 10 10

s-
0.F. Value: 340.7 274.5 217.9 433.9 330.0 362.1 .50.0 534,6 496.2 680.5

.

Iteration at T, ,
a

- N

Optimality: 36 61. 76 115 228 . 27 114 51 5000+ 369
...

Time (secs): .266 .298 .288 .3250 .394 .264 .383 .274 4.418 .B50

Roll-Back %
Savings: 680.0 680.0 680.5 680.0 680.5 680.5 680 .0 680:0 680.5 680.5

(- Cut) (-213.5) (-213.5) (-213.0) (-213.5) (-213.0)( -213.0) (-26.5) (-211.5) (-213.0) (-213.0),

Note: Totalinitiaf Budget 893.5 ($1000'5)
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Minimized /Restricted Solutions

Minimizing,the various objective functions' within the

restrictive setting produced similar results (Figure 11). Four

occurrences. of the solution vector

01,02,03,04,05,07,09,11,15,17

and three occurrences of the solution vector

01,02,04,05,07,11,15,16,17,23 3

resulted in the minimized, restricted setting. Unlike maximized

optimality however, the use of minimized objective functions

'failed to produce a solution in three. separate instances.

Validity Evaluation of the. Restricted Model

Analysis of variance procedures were utilized to detect the

extent of criterion difference between membership in the solution

vs, non-solution sets. Since optimality within the restricted

setting produced only two different combinations of solutions,

these post hoc assessments were easy to execute. Results are

presented in Figure 12.

A review of the ANOVA results show that in all cases except

one, the mean values of the "included" criterion indicators were

greater than the non- solutional weights; and were therefore con-

sistent with model expectations and formulated constraints. The

one exception occurs in both optimality settings when the percep-

tion of expendability was used as the O.F.

s.7
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Figure 11. Effect Upon Budget Deallocation Decisions Based Upon the Variable Forms of a Cyclic Objective
Function, and the Interaction of a "Minimized, Restricted" Constraint lnterative Problem.

Objective Minimization Constraints Restricted (8016; PERC500)

Budget
Alterna- 01

tives CERT
02

CLAS
03
8ENE

04
SUPL

05

INST

06 07

CONT TRAY
08

CAPI

09

PERC

10 SELECTION 'MIDGET

COMP TALLY AMOUNT

01 X X X X X X X 87.5

02 X X X X X X X 7 44.5

03 X X X X 4 34.5

04 X X X X X X X 7 71.5

05 X X X X X X X 7 70.5

06 32.5

U7 X X X .X X X X 7 51.5

03
..:,- 1.5

09 X X X it X 4 43.0

10
-- .4.0

11 X X X , ' X X X X 7 54.0

12
-- 1.0

13
-- 5.5

14
-- 4.0

15 X X X X X X X 7 116.0

16 X X X 3 23.0

17 X X X X X X X 7 107.0

13
-- 13.0

14 -- 2.0

a 1.0

21
16.0

22
=- 10.5

23 X X X 3' 55,0

24
4.5

25
2.5

26
19.0

27
1.0

28
, 1.0

29
2.0

30
12.0

31
2.5

10 10 10

0.F. Value: 234.5 197.0

Iteration at
°,-Alma1ity: 5000+ 686

Ti.he (sec); 4.581 .933

R611-Back
;;,togs: -- 680.5 680.0

( -Cut) -- (-213.0) (-213.5)

10 / 10 10 . 10 10 10 10

366.8 1314.8 313.0 482.6 489.0

200 85 902 203 53

.563 .304 1.193 .407 .256

680.5 680.0 680.0 -- 680.5 680.0 --

(-213.0) (-213.5)-(-213.5) -- (-213.0) (-213.5) --

Note: Total Initial Budget 893.5 (51000's)
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Figure 12. Summary of Cyclic Optimality Directions (of Criterion Objective
Functions) Utilized in Guiding the Fully Restricted (EXP=16;
PERC=500) Problem to Two Distinct Solutions; and Resulting Obje t
Expenditure Impact.

Fully Restricted (EXP=16; PERC=500)

Solutin =
(1,2,3,4,5,7,9,11,15,17)

SolUtion
(1,2,3,5,7,11,15,16,17,23)

Certificated

=

P= .02 P= .15
MAX 1=34.1 Salaried 1=29.1

X=12.4 X=14.8
P= .07 Classified P= .25

MAX 1=27.4 Salaries 1=23.4 ' MIN
X=10.7 X=12.6
P= .27 Employee P= .14

MIN. 1=19.7 Benefits 1=21.8 MAX
X= 9.8 X= 8.8
P= .00 Supplies & P= .04

MAX 1=43.4 Materials 1=36.7 MIN
X=12.9 X=16.1
P= .03 Instructional P= .02

MIN 1=31.5 Supplies 1=33.0 MAX
X=11.2 X=10.5
P= .21 Contractural P= .05

MIN 1=31.3 Services 1=36.2 MAX
X=18.6 X=16.3
P= .59 Travel P= .69

MAX I= 5.0 Expenditures I= 5.0
X= 2.4 X= 2.4
P= .00 Capital P= .00

MAX 1=53.5 Outlay 1=48.3 MIN
X=17.5 X=20.0
P= .67 Administrative P= .88

MIN 1=48.9 Perception 1=49.6 MAX
X=50.5 X=50.2
P= .00 Budgetary P= .00
1=68.0 Composites 1=68.1 MAX
X=10.2 X=10.1

Cell Entries:

(P=) ... statistical significance of mean difference, include v. exclude.
(I=) mean budget amount for included-object of budget revision.
(X=) ... mean budget amount for excl.:al-1d object of budget revision.
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It is also interesting to note, that the

01,02,03,04,05,07,09,11,15,17

pattern resulted in six (6) statistically significant differeqies

while the other pattern resulted in only five (5). Though barely

different in number, the criterion producing such differences (as

0.F.) varied in both cases. The reader should recall that signi-

ficant differences in criterion mean weights portray the ability

of the model to utilize such criterion constraints within the

decisioning and solution set building process.

Reliability Evaluation of the Restricted Model

Discriminant function analysis was employed to study the

consistency and predictability of the model's function in pro-

ducing reliable solution sets.

Figure 13 displays the discriminant results for solution set

01,02,03,04,05,07,09,11,15,17 ].

The major criterion' values predictive of the established solution

is shown in the order of their importance. Re-prediction was

established with 96.77 percent accuracy.

The results for the solution set

01,02,04,05,07,11,15,16,17,23

are found in Figure 14. In this case, only three criterion

distributions were required to re-predict membership at an

equivalent 96.77 percent accuracy.
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Figure 13. Use of Discriminant Analysis in Predicting Program Inclusion for
Budgetary Revision, Solution #1, Based Upon the Cyclic Optimization
of the Restricted Problem.

Budget Incl Budget Incl Budget, Incl Budget

01 1 09 1 19 1 25
02 1 10 -- 18 26'
03 1 11' 1 19 27
04 1 12 -- 20 28
05 1 13 21 ,'29

06 14 22 30

07 1 15 1 23 31
08 16 .... 24

Summary of Criterion Value in Discriminating Inclusion Decisions:

Incl

--

Step Entered . Removed Not Used

1 Budgetary Composites' Employee Benefits
2 Supplies & Materials Instructional Supplies
3 Capital Outlay Contractural Services
4 Certificated Salaries Travel Expenditures
5 Classified Salaries Administrative Perception

Classification Results From Predictive Validation:

(Percents in Parenthesis).
Predicted Group

Actual Membership
Group 111). 0 1

0 21 20(95.2) 1(4.8)

1 10 10(100.0)

Percent of Grouped Cases Correctly Classified: 96.77
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Figure 14. Use of Discriminant Analysis in Predicting Program Inclusion
for Budgetary-Revision, Solution #2, Based Upon the Cyclic
Optimization of the Restricted Problem. .

BUDGET INCL BUDGET INCL BUDGET INCL BUDGET

01
02

03

04
05

06
07

08

1

1

1

1

1

09
10

11

12

13

14

15

.16

1

1" --
__.

1

1

17

18

19'

20

21

22

28

24

1

1

25

26
27

28

29

30

31

Summary of Criterion Value in Discriminating Inclusion Decisions:

INCL

STEP ENTERED REMOVED NOT USED

1 Budgetary Composites Certificated Salaries

2 Contractual Services Classified Salaries
3 Instructional Supplies Employee Benefits

Supplies and Materials
Travel Expenditures
Capital Outlay
Administrative-Perception

Classification Results from Predictive Validation:

(Per-Cent in Parenthesis)

Actual 0--, Predictive Group Membership
Group Ea 0 1

0 21 21(100.00)

1 10 1 (10.0) 9 (90.0) '

Percent of Grouped Cases Correctly Classified: 96.77

*a.
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CYCLIC OPTIMIZATION OF THE RELAXED MODEL

The second of the two major quantitative assessments, the

relaxed setting produced a wide diversity of,solution sets. In

fact, out of twenty executions and seventeen successful

feasibilities, all seventeen solution sets were unique.

Maximised /Relaxed Solutions

Figure 15 displays ten unique solutions, one for each.of the

cyclic optimizations under maximization. All solutions were suc-

cessful in rebudgeting between (the 675.0 and 700.0 limits. It is

perhaps more interesting to study the column of numbers labelled

iselection_tally', on the right side of the figure. The repeti-

tion with which particular units were chosen for continued

funding resembles closely. the two solution sets constructed with

the restricted model formulation.

Minimized/Relaxed Solutions

Minimizing in the relaxed setting produced three failures at

set building. Of the seven solution sets constructed, all are

distinct; and different from the maximization sequence. Figure

16 presents these data results.

The alert reader will also note that the relaxed setting

produces varying numbers of units within the solution set (low of

10 to a high of 13 units selected).
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figure 15. Effect Upon Budget Deallocation Decisions Based Upon the Variable Flows of a Cydic Objective Function,

end the Interaction of a "Maximizid, Relaxed" Constraint Iterative Problem. 1r

Objective 2 Maximi:ation Constraints: Relaxed

TriP67,-PNS-665T

.

07

TRAV

X
,

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

4

X

X

8uJga-
oAl Lu-

lives
01

CERf

02

CLAS

03

ODE

04

,S0PL

05

1NST

06

CONT

01 X X X X X X

02 X X X X X

03 X X X

04 X I X X 4 X

05 X X X X X

06 X X X

07 X X 4 X X

03

09

9

X

a

X X X X X

X

1 X X X X
)

3 X

4

5 X X ''' v X X X X

6 X

7

a

x X 'X X

4

X X

9 X

29

21 X

.':2

23 X ' X \S. , X

24

25 i.'i

26 X X

21 X

n X

29

30 X

31

08

CAPI

09

PERC

10

COMP

SELECTION

TALLY

BUDGET

AMOUNT

X , X X 10 87.5

X 7 44.5

X 5 34.5

X X X 10 71.5

X X 8 70.5

X X 6 32.5

X X X 9, 51.5

.. 1.5

X X X 10 43.0

1 4.0

X 1 6. 54.0

-. 1.0

2 5.5

X' 1 4.0

X X X 10. 116.0

X X X 4 23,0.

X X ' X 10 107.0

,4 2 13.0

1 2,0

.. 1.0

2 16.0

X 1 10.5

X X 6 55.0

4. 4.5

2.5

X 4 19.0

1 1.0

X 2 1.0,

X 1 2.0

1 12.0

2.5

O.F. Value

Starting 'at

12

495,4

12

425.5

11

316.1

13

615.9

11

476.6

'43

12

0477.7

112

100.0

12

,;4159.04

13

600,0

12

100.0

Optimality: 20 60 202 16 52. 163 65 5000+ 457

Time (sec): .246 .359 .416 .227 .291 .337 '..589 .310 6.022 1.166

I

Hull -Back
t

S4vings: 685,5 685.5 699.5 693.0 t 684,5 684.5. 693.5 615.5 615.5 100.0

(-200.0) (-208.0) (-194.0) (.200.5) (-209.0) (-209.0) (-200.0) (-218.0) (-218.0) (-193.5)

Note: Total Initial Budget 893.5 (S1000's)
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Figurt 16, Ettect Upon Budget

Faction, and the interaction

Objective

Deallocation Decisions

of

Minimization

Based Upon the Variable Flows of a Cyclic Objective.

a "Minimized, Relaxed' Constraint Iterative Problem.

Constraints: Relaxed

WP7467,-KITC7T-06T

1,1. 01 02 03 04 ' 05 06 07 08 09 10 SELECTION BUDGET

1110., CLAS BELIE SOPI INST CON! TRAY CAPI PERC COMP TALLY AMOUNT

01 x x x X X X X 7 87.5

b: X X X X X S 44,5

03 X X' X 3 34,5

04 X X X X X X X 7 71.5

OD X X X X X, 5 70.5

0'6 X X X X 4 32.5

02 X X X X X X 6 51.5

0 I
-- 1.5

9 X X X X X X 5 43.0

k'i
. 4.0

A i X X X X 5 54.0

2
1.0

3 X
1 5.5

1

4.0

5 X X X X X X X 1 116.0

6 X X X 1 1 5 23.0

1 A X X X X X 7 107.0

., x X X X
4 13.0

2.0

:,; .,
1.0

il X 1 16.0

4 , X
1 10.5

23 A X 3 55.0

21,
-- 4.5

25
2.5

:E, X X X 4 19.0

7
1.0

2,i X
1 1.0

2.0

12.0

11
2 2.5

12 ..
__

13 12 13 12 12 ..._ P.

rptiwul Vilna 21,...8 - 110.0 304.) 263,9 198,3 50.0 .. 482..,. .3
.

11,1 ki l 1 la li Jl
olaiJlity; bu9 -- .5000* 197 625 1030 5000+ !

.. 34 '

I.,,,: 1,,el.i: 1.665 . 4.143. .548 .731 1.823 4.010 Md .249 .

..,,,ii.q..: 6/64i . 676.0 682.5 686.0 675,0 691.5 -- 678.0 --

1.1i) (-?103) - , (217,5) (-2111.0) (-207.5) (-218.5).(-202.0), --

#

(-215.5). --

Note: Total Initial Budget' 893;5 (51000's)
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Validity Evaluation of the Relaxed Model

116

Figures 17 and 18 contains the analysis of variance results

concerning the mean values for criterion weight membership. As

might be expected due to the diverse membership of the many

solution sets formed under relaxation, statistical significance

is not as controlled and patterned as the restricted modeling

outcomes.

Reliability Evaluation of the Relaxed Model

Because of the seventeen different solution sets formed by,

optimization within, the relaxed setting, post hoc*assessments'of.

consistency were undertaken in a different fashion than those

under restricted optimalhy. As Figures '19 and 20 demonstrate

for maximization and minimization respectively, the frequency of

a unit's selection as a solution was utilized far. discriminant.

Analysis. Such a choice to utilize frequency obviously increased

the interval variance of the dependent variable; and it is thus

expected to diminish the extent of re-predictive:accuracy.

Maximization discriminants required five of the .availablg.

ten criteria to predict membership at 70.97 'Percent 'aCcmacy.

Correspondingly, the minimization discriminants required six cri-

terion indicators tore- predict at 83.87 accuracy.

/

Q.
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Figure 17. Tests for Level of Satisfactory Signifisant Differences Between Objects of Budget
Revision (Included) and Dellocated Budgets (Excluded); Relaxed Maximization.

Criterion
Constraint

Certificated
Salaries

Classified
Salaries

Employee
Benefits

Supplies E.
Materials

Instructional
Supplies

Contractural
Services

Travel
Expenditures'

Capital

Outlay

Administrative
Perception

Budgetary
Composites

.10)]

(Objective Maximization)

Varying Focus of Cyclical Objective Function

CIRT CLAS BENE SUPL INST CONT TRAY CAP! PERC COMP

1.40.4
X. 6.1

1.27.3
14.4

,1.30.2
13.4

1.26.4
14.3

1.31.3
12.9

1.24.2
16.3

1.32.4
11.2

1.28.0
13.9

1-25.8
14.7

1.26.8
14.7

1.22.1 1.35.5 1.30.4 1.17.1 1.20.5 1.18.5 1.22.8 1.22.9 1.13.3 1.26.0
12.3 3.9 0 8.3 15.4 13.7 14.6 11.9 11.9 18.2 9.9

1.16.7 1.21.7 1.28.7 1.11.8 1.15'.1 1.12.8 1.13.9 1.16.4 I. 9.5 1.18.2

10.7 7.5 4.4 13.9 8.11.8 13.1 12.5 10.8 15.6 9.7

1.34.4 1.31.5 1.35.0 1.47.4 1.37.5 1.40.1 1.30.1 1.34.9 1.35.5 1.31.8

15.3 17.2 16.0 4.9 014.6 11.7 18.1 15.0 13.5 17.0

1.30.6 1.26.5 1.29.7 1.28.2 1.43.1 1-26.2 1.36.2 1.25.8 1.29.6 1.27.7

8' 9.7 12.3 11.2 10.2 3.7 12.4 0 6.2 12.7 X. 9.2 11.5

1.20.9 1-21.7 1.24.7 1.24.1 1.22.8 1.39.8 1.16.8 1.29.2 1.22.5 1.26.1

23.9 23.4 *n21.6 21.7 22.7 011.9 26.5 8.18.6 22.9 20.6

1. 4.2 1. 4.2 I. 4.5 1. 3.8 I. 9.1 1. 4.2 1. 8.3 1. 4.2 I. 3.8 1. 4.2

8. 2.6 0 2.6 2.5 0 2.8 X. 0.0 2.6 0.0 2.6 2.8 2.6

1.51.0 1. 45. 1.47.8 1.40.5 1.43.2 1.48.5 1.43.4 1.55.0 1.39.6 1.44.4

15.2 18.7 18.8 20.8 21.4 8.16.8 020.1 12.8 21.5 19.5
P. .9 . 8 P. . .0 . . . . . t

1.49.8 1.49.2 1.51.3 1.45.2 1.49.5 1.48.9 1.49.6 1.49.5 1.46.2 1.48.7

50.2 50.5 49.3 53.5 50.3 50.7 50.2 50.3 52.8 50.8
.11 ' ' .

1.57.8 1.57.1 1.63.6 1.53.3 1.62.2 1.57.0 1.57.8 1.56.3 1.52.0 1.58.3

10.5 1019 9.7 11.1 13.7 11.0 10.5 011.5 12.1 10.2

E 5 ] I4] [7] (5] I6] I4] I5] [3] "[ 5 ]

Cell Entries: (P.) Statistical significance of mean differences, include vs. exclude'.
5

(I) Mean budget amount'for included object of budget revision.1) Mean budget amount for excluded object of budget revision.

NC(P S .10) 48 of p S .10 occurrences, where criterion constraint values reflect desireable mean-value weightS:'.

[4]

[NC .10)]

[ 4 ]

[3]

[ 2 ]

7 ]

I7]

[ 1 ].

2]

[ 1E1

[ 2 ]

[ 10

across the cycliebblective functiOns,''
.

NR(p ( .10), 14 of p ( .10 occurrences;-where each defined objectiVe function produced desireable mean-value weights
across Thecriterion constraints.
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Figure 18. Tests for Level of Satisfactory Significant Differences Between Objects of Budget
Revision (Included) and Dellocated Budgets (Excluded); Relaxed Maximization.

'(Objective Aikaximizatiori)

Varying Focus ofCCycl ical :ObleCtive Function
.;

CERT CLAS: GENE SUPL INST CONT TRAV CAPI PERC COMP

Criterion
Constraint

Certificated
Salaries

Classified

Salaries

Employee
Benefits

Supplies
Materials

, Instructional
Supplies

Contrsctural
Services

Travel'

Espenditures

00,1aY

Administrative
Percepticn

5.,oletar/

Ccmposites

(P < .10)3

1.19.4
0.19.4

-- 1024.5
0.16.2

1032.1
0.11.3

1.25.4
0.15.0

1.31.7
0.11.6

1.32.1
0.11.3

--

--

p .1
1.34.4
0.12.2

--
--

--

-- . * .1g .s. . p. .as --
1.23.5 1.10.2 1.23.2 1.24.8 1.27.1 1.18.1 -- 122.2 --
0.11.5 -- 0.19.9 0.11.7 X. '.9 X. 9.2 0.44.9 == 0.13.2
P. .32 -- 9 . 4' .

1.18.2 -- 1. 9.2 1.I7.5 1.15.2 1.I7.5 1.13.7 1.15.4 --
0. 9.7 0.15.4 0.10.2 0.11.4 0=10.2 0.12.5 0.41.9

... g

1.36.4
iJ

1

1.38.0 1.25.4

a

1.34.1 1.34.7 1.35.3 --

. II

1.47.5 --
0.14.1 -- 0.13.1 0.21.0 0=14.5 0=15.2 0.14.8 -- 0.10.9 -- ;t

P. .12 -- P. .09 P .08 P. .62 P. .02 P. .10 -- P. .00 --..

126.5 -- 1.27.3 1.27.5 1.20.5 130.9 1.27.0 -- 1.36.7 --
0.12.3 -- 0.11.7 0.11.6 0.15.8' "X 9.5 0.11.9 0.. 8.8

P. .28 -- 157 . . . Pm . . --
1.29.2 -- 1.26.1 1.29.5 1.28.9 1i16.5 1.26.1 -- 1.31.3 --
0.19.6 -- 0.20.6 0.18.4 0.18.1 0.26.6 0.20.6 0.18.6 --
P. .75 -- P. .1 P. . . . P. . P. .59 --
I. 4.2 1. 8.3 I. 4.2 I. 3.8 1. 4.2 1. 4.2) -7'.: I. 5.0 --
0. 2.6 , -- X. 0,0 X. 2.6 X. 2.8 X= 2.6 X. 2L5 -- .'' IX. 2.4
P. .00 -- '. . 8 . . . 0 P. . .. .ips

1.46.6 1.39.4 1.44.4 1.46.0 1.45.0 1.51.3 .1;52.7 --
0.18.1 0.22.6 9.19.4 0.16.9 0.19.0 0.15.L 'X.I7.9
P. .

'1.45.7

.0

.1.48.;1.48.1 -- 1.48.8 1.46.0 1.6.6 1.48.8 " -- 1;

9.51.2 -- 0.52.1 050.8 0.52.9 0.51.5 0.50.8 -- Xf50.8
P. .00 -- P. .00 P. .00 P. .00 P. .00 P. .00 -- P. .00
1.56.4 -- 1.52.8 1.56.9 1.52.8 1.56.3 1.57.6 -- 1.67.8 --
X.11.4 -- 0.43.7 0.11.1 0.11.5 0.11.5 X10.6 -- X10.3 --

3,7,3 [ 5] [ 4 3 [5] [6] I5 [53

Eric (p JO)]

£53

[ 7 3

cell Entrie.1:1 10 Statispeafsignfficance of mean differences, incluc, di.'elclude.
budgee,an,ibubtfor included object of budget revi$1.ori.

.4ti)..mgan budget. amoUnt,for excluded object of budget reviiion.

4, 1p (..1'6) lv-N-of.p oCcuYreiices' where criterion constraint values reflect Vesireable mean-value weights
ate'os's .,ob.jective functions.

s"
N 'ocCui.i.endsj,

t'where

each defined objective function produced,desireable mean -value weights
aci'ass The.Cciteribn conshiRts-

.:,:
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Figure'19.. .Use of 'Discriminant Analysis for Predicting the Frequency of.Budget-Telection
Resulting 'from a Cyclic Maximization of the'RelaXedProbleM..'
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OB .....,
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Summary of Criterion Value in Discriminating Selection Frequencies:'
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i .1 'Budgetary Composites

. Instructional Supplies-
., ,Employee Benef its

Capital Outlay

.:,,:';Administrative Perception

Classified Salaries
.7,

REMOiEtt

Employee Benefits

Classification Results from Predictive Validation:

Actual
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. 5e1eetion Resulting

. .

BUDGET FREQ BUDGET FREQ
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02
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.7 12
5 13
4 , 14
6 15

16,

Summary of Criterion Value

.

Analysis for Predicting the FO'nuencYof Budget:;
from a Cyclic Minimization W.the:R4TaXedTroblein,;,

- - - -.--
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5 19 27 ,
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. 1 21 ,1 ,29

1

5,.'t 24 .
2

in. Oiscrimidating,.Selection FreqUencies:,

STEP. ENTERED

1 Budgetary ComPoi.ttts
'2 Employee BenVfit
3 ContractuaNServices
4 Travel ..Xpenditures
5 Capital. Outlay'
6 SuppliO. and Materials

REMOVED

1 ,ClassificatiOn.Results from'PredictiVe Validation:

Actual.
Group 41 2

. .

0 (11) 9 (81.8) ... '4,1)
1 (4) 1 (25.0)
2 (1')

4;` (3)
5 5

.6 (

(1) )

7 (4)
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2 (100Ai

3 (100.0)
-- 1 (20M0
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Adm4nistrativePer;ceptibn

-- .-

3 (60.0/ 1;00:0)
-- 14100.0)

4

Percent of;'groUped cases,currently classified: '83.87
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COMPARISON OF THE RESTRICTED VS. RELAXED,,

ZECISIONING FRAMEWORK

Modeling within the restricted setting produced the most

're-predictableandcriterion-significant resdlts. Less cri-

terion Measures were required to explain the solution set
1

membership. And, restricted optimizations tended to require no

greater modeling'effort than the relaxed setting(measured via

iterations and computation seconds).

Reslilts-of the relaxed setting, however, ;provide astrong

preview of the flexibility of themodel for determining a. wide

array of solution memberships based upon varying standards
.

(objective function valUes). In addition, the relaxed setting

"also.preseks a hint of the diversity in model building -based

upon.theweighting of particular criterion indicators by relaxing:

certain RHS-values while retaining others .in a restrictive

Finally, both optimality sequences demonstrate the utility

of the AM system in general (and tWROWK system in

particular) for evaluating multiRl'etilfia, and selecting,a

distinct solution set from airmneting alternatives.

Effect of the Restricted Environment Upon Optimality

The restricted environment which constrained the ROLBAK

decision-making was constructed using an expected solution index

(ES I) of value 16; and a perceived expendaWity value of 500.

That is, the design of the solution set (program units to be

funded, for a total new budget between 675.0 and 700.0 (1000's
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dollars); and reflectingan administrative perception.ofpri.or,it

for expendability -- was,required.to exhibit the qualities of
.

potential: solution with 16 pintiA ble-naverage" member units for

each of the 8 object expenditure categories modeling the indivi-

dual programmatic budgets. Sequentially, each constraint was

cycled through the model as the objectiVe function '(first for

maximization, then for minimization) in order to differentially

;direct the-constructioiof the solution sets under.optimatity;

tbat is, those solution sets which best represented the

constrained environment design by the restricted, linear' ine-

quality constraints, and :furthermore. provided the most maximal

(or minimal) summation of the objective function vector.

Optimality under maximization. Utilizing restricted

...0-- RHS-value(s) vectors to, construct a feasiblity region for RPLBAK

decisionmak-wg 2 distinct solution sets were formulated by

separate sets of 5 of the 'available 10 cyclic objectiv

functions. Solution 41:

1 2 3 4 5 7 9 11 15 17 3

presented 10 program unit budgets for funding under the reduced

budgetary levels, out of the existing 31 potential multiple

alternatives,,. The 5 object expenditure (budgeting) vectors which

produced:,-these solutions under maximization were:

CERT (certificated salariep);

2. CLAS (classified salaries);

3:, SUPL (supplies and materials);

4. ..:.,T)zAV (travel expnditures); and

.5. CAPI (capital outlay).

A total of 213.5 (1000's dollars) was cut from the original

budget of 893.5 (1000's dollars), deallocating 21 program units,
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,resulting in a new, system operating level of 680.0 (1000's

dollars). The other distinct solution set constructed under

maximization, solution #2:

1 2 4 5 7 11- 15 16 17 23 3-

alo presented 10 program unit budgets for continued funding, out

of the potential 31 alternatives available. The remaining 5

object expenditure vectors which produced these solutions under

maximization, were:

J. BENE (employee benefits);

2. INST (instructionarmaterials);

3. CONT (contractual services):

4. PERC (administrative perception); and

5. COMP (budgetary composites).

A total 'of 213.0 (1000's dollars) was cut from the original

budget of 893.5 (1000's dollars), ,deallocating 21 program units:*

resulting in a new, system operating level of 680.5 (1000's

dollars ).. Thus the difference between the' two solution sets was

approximately .5 (1000's dollars) and 4 varying unit member

Optimality under minimization. Utilizing restricted

RHS-value(s) vectors to construct the feasibility region for

ROLBAK decision-making, the same 2 distinct solu, ion set were

found under minimization, as were'developed unde maximization.

Differences were observed however, both in the nu ber of

occurrences of the solution set, and in the obje ive fUnction(s)

which guided the solutional design. Solution # :

I 2 3 4 5 7 9 11 '15 17 3
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resulted. from the following 4 objective function vectors

1. BENE (employee benefits);

2. INST (instructional materials);

3. CONT (contractual services); and

4. 'PERC (administrative perception).

The reader will note, that under maximization, these same four

vectors collaborated on a different solution set. The resulting

expenditure reduction of 213.5 (1000's dollars) remains the same,

of course. Solution #2,underiminimization:

Cl 5 7 11 15 16 17 23,3

occurred ln 3,instances; under the use of the cyclic objective

furnctions:

1. CLAS (classified salaries);

2. SUPL (supplies anti materials); and

3.. CAPI (capital' outlay).

The reader will also note, that previously under rpaximization,

these same three vectors collaborated on, a different .;solution

set. As before, the resulting experidit'ure reduction of 213;0

(1000's dollars) remains the same.

Validity analysis of restricted results. For the purposes

of this study, validity tests represented the administration of

post hoc analysis-to determine if the resulting solutions

reflected the original objectives of the ROLBAK model. The oriL

ginal ROLBAK objectives, were formulated via the construction of

the linear 'object category' vectors. Validation under these

circumstances proceeds in two stages. Stage 1 validation is
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moot, since the executed ROLBAK model produced at least one solu-

tion vector (in our case, two distinct alternative ution

sets),.in conformance with pre-defined RHS-vector alues. Stage

2 validation proceeds to analyze the values of the various

constraint vectors; and to test their mean-differences determined

by their solution versus the non-solution membership.

Parametric, oneway analysis of variance procedures were utilized

to test these criterion, mean-value difference's. Solution #1:

( I 2 3 4 5 7. 9 11 15 17

demonstrated 6 of the 10 criterion vectors to 'produce statisti-

cally significant (p c .10) greater criterion mean-weights for

the solution sets,,,then existing within the non-solution set.

The six criterion vectors were:

1: CERT (certificated salaries);

2. CLAS (classified salaries);

3. SUPL (supplies and materials);

4. INST (instructional:, rials);

5. CAPI (capital,plAtlay); and

6. COMP (budgetary.-fcomposites) .

Of the remaining 4 vectors, employee benefits (BENE), contractual

services (CONT), and travel expenditures (TRAV), the lack of p c

.10 significance is not viewed as an indication of potential

invalidity, due to the mean-trends observed. The relatively con -

founded p-level for administrative perteption (PERC) of p .67,

is understandable based upon the ordinal scaling for PERC, in

which each ordinal graduation (1, 2, 3, ..., 31)is represented.

Similarly, solution #2 is:

1 11 15 16 17 232
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demonstrated 5 of the 10 criterion vectors to produce statisti-

cally- significant (p < .10) greatk criterion mean-weights for

the solution set. These five criterion vectors were:

1. SUPL (supplies and materials);

2. INST (instructional materials);

3. CONT (contractual services);

4. CAPI (capital outlay); and

5. COMP (budgetary composites).

The.remaining five criterion mean weights are acceptable, though

not at the desired p c .10 level. Much of the inability to gain

the desirable p c .10 level can be attributed to the large pro-

portion of zero-cells (scant index) within the constraint matrix.

Reliability analysis of restricted results. For the pur-

poses of this study, reliability tests represented the admin-

istration of post hoc analyses to determine if the resulting

solutions were 'predictable' based upon the multiple-data distri-

bution configurations of the criterion vectors; that is, whether

a particular program unit's inclusion (versus exclusion) within

the solution set was predictable. Parametric discriminant func-

tion analysis procedures were utilized to evaluate the extent of

such predictability. In order to predict the original solution

set #1:

1 2 3 4 5 11 15 17

a total of 5 criterion distributions were required. Listed in

the order of their importance (i.e., amount of variance explained

and order of entry into discriminant construction), these cri-

teria are:
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1. COMP (budgetary. composites);,

2. SUPL (supplies and materials).

3. CAPI (capital outlay);

4. CERT (certificated salaries); and

5. CLAS (classified salaries).

1

The discriminant re-prediction (reclaisification of solution set

membership), resulted in 1 mis-inclusion for a final 96.77 percent

accuracy (repredicability) factor. In turn, solution #2:

2 4 5 7 11 15 16 17 23 3

required the following 3 criterion distributions in order to pre-,

dict membership within the solution set (in order of

imPortahceientry):

1. COMP ( budge*t composites );

2. CONT (contractual servi s)- and

3. INST, (instructional materials).

The discriminant'AbOediction for' the second solution formed
4,1

upon restricted aptIvality resulted in 1 mis-exclusion for a

final 96.77 perc6t accuracy factor. The reader will note, that

the criterion;c0-c rilpt* COMP was' the only vector utilized in

both di scrOj Nailt%foehuliz at i ons

1tire:
.

duced a
,

Sol

,., While maximization (optimality) pro-

.ar each cyclic) iteration of the various

criteriott,v4tor rntijOriation was unable to produce a solution
k r"

vector, 'W411'.ttiebt'et-,ti5ci vectors being 'minimized' were the 3
,

vectors:c-

ited sal ar i es ) ;

TtilveT.e0enditures); and

"P.'`,(1
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Non-solutions based upon TRAY can be discounted based upon the

high proportion of zero-cell entries (29 of 31 possible cells

equal to 0);' in which case, the model could not 'make up its

mind'. Non-Otimality under the guidance of CERT and/or COMP

however, is an interesting result. Precisely stated (and hope-

fullyin English), neither the:CERT nor the COMP vector(s) could

summate to a small enough final value (minimum), such that the

optimal objective function vector could physically pass-through

the feasibility region geometrically constructed vita the 11

constraint matrix inequalities. (The authors apologize for the

last statement!)

Effect of the Relaxed Environ5Upon Optimality'

The relaxed environment which constrained the ROLBAK

decision-making was constructed Using an expected solution index

(ESI) of value 10; and a perceived expendability value of 600.

That is, the design of the solution set was\required to exhibit

the qualities of potential solution with 10 possible "average"

member units for each of the 8 object categories used in

constraints. The reader will note,,that since the RHS-value for

administrative perception-(PERC) was increased to value 600,

program units with greater 'perceived expendability' levels could

still become members of the solution set -- thatis, refunded for

continuation. As with the restricted' environment discussed

the preceding section, each constraint was cycled through the

relaxed model (sequenitially) as the objective function.

Optimality under maximization. ROLBAK produced a distinct

solution set for each of the 10 cyclical objective functions uti-

lized during optimal maximization of the relaxed model. In fact,

only the program units:
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Programmatic savings ranged from a low of 202.0 (1000's dollars)

based upon TRAV:

1 4 5 11 15 16 17, 21 26 3

to a high of 218.5 (1000's dollars) based upon CONT:

Cl 2 6 7 9 15 17 18 23 26 3.

Unit membership ranged feom a high of 13 (INST) to a low of 10

(PERC). Not one of 7 solutions under minimization was identical

to the 10 solutions under maximization.

Validity analysis of relaxed results. The approach to vali-

dating the results of th ROLBAK execution under relaxed condi-

tions differed from that previously discusse'd within the

restricted state. Since 17 distinct solution sets were formed

based upon both maximization and minimization under relaxed

conditions, validation of the effect, of solution set construction

upon individual criterion mean-weight differences was effected in

two related ways. First, the frequency of p t .10 occurrences,

where each defined objective function (CERT, CLAS, ..., COMP)

produced desirable mean-value weights across lbhe criterion

constraints was explored, utilizing (as before) oneway analysis

of variance procedures. These results are indicated as:

o
Secondly, the frequence of p c .10 occurrences, where criterion

constraint values (CERT, CLAS, ...; COMP) reflect desirable

mean-value weights across the cyclic objective functions, were
(.,
studied; and indicated as:
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(p s .10) 2.

Figure 21 summarizes these NR and Nt.sumMatibns for optimality

results under both maximization and minimization. Thd'

Nil..frequencies are analogous to those previously defined for the

restricted environment. Based upon the computed percents fpr the

total frequencies possiblg, 10 and 7.:(for maximization and

minimization,, respectively), the NR values appear relatively

identical; llkewi5e for the ND frequencies. '4Umming both the

NI.1and Nc values, and ranking those sums (where 1 = high and 10 =

low), anordtnal measure of relative weight can be developed.

Finding, the absolute value of the difference between these sum

(NR) and (Nc) ranks ( DIFF IANKSI ), presentsa measure of

relative consistency between Nil and Nc values.- The authors have

. previouslythought that the greater the consistency, the. reater

the resulting value of the particular criterion vector.'

the -smaller the rank-difference, the more valuable the criterion

involved. However, careful examination of the ranks of RR 'and

Nc demonstraterhat the correlation between the two vectors of

rank.to be non-parallel (correlation (NR, Nc) = -0.666). And

furthermore, that the correlation between the-NR and Nc values ,

and their difference (DIFF-RANKS) to be nearly non-existent

(+0:129 and -0.048, respectively). Further study is required in

this area to study these Issues of consistency and utility.

'Reliability analysis of relaxed results. As with restricted

results, discriminant functions were utilized to'determine the

predictablity of the obtained solution. vectors. For the relaxed

environment however, membersbip in any particular*lution set

Was'not the dependent variable;, rather, the frequency of each

individual Oogram unit being chosen for refunding across all

Oriterion.objeOtive. functicinp the selection tally'fOthe

tracking matrix) was used as the dependent (to be predicted)
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.''Figure 21. SuMmary of [ NR(p ( .10) ] and'[ (p < .10) ] Values from
Figures 19 and 20.

Maxim)zation

E NR(p 1 .10)

PCT. (T0T=10)

I Nc(R,1 ..0)

-PCT (T0T=10)

Minimization

E NR(p ( .10)]

PCT (TOT=7)

Nc(p ( .10) ]

PCT (TOT-7)

Objecpv'e Functiops4hR) ] VCi.iterion'Consfaints (NC) ]

CERT CLAS' BENE SUPL INSf7 tONT TRAY CAPI PERC t610'

Sum (NR)

[ RANK ]

Sum (tic)

[ RANK ]

I UIFF-RANKS I

where:

4

5 4 7 5 1 6 4 5 3 5 $ 4

50.0 40.0 70.0 513.0 '60.0 40.0 50.0 30.0 50.0 40.0

4 3 2 7 7 1. 2 10 2 1O-'

40.0 .-30.0 .20.0 70.0 70.0 ' 10.0 .20.0, 100.0 100.0

I.?

5 4 5 5

:.

42.9 71.5 57.2 70 1.5 85.8 '...71.5
jr/14, --

4 2 6 '5" -- 1 7 '1 7

57.2 28.6 85.8 ...71,.5 14.3 100.0 14.3 100.0

8 4 12 9 11 10 10 3 10. 4

[7.0] [8.5] [1.0] [6.0] [2.01 (4.01 [4.0] E10.01 [4.0] E8.51

8.._ t-5- 2 13 , 12 1 3 17 3 17

[5.0] [6.0] [9.0] [3.0] [4.0] 0.0] [7.5] [1.5] [7.5] [1.5]

2.0 2.5 8.0 3.0 2.0 6.0 3.5 8.5 3.5 7.0

y.

[ NR(p ( .10) ] N of p < occurrences where each defined objective function (CERT,
CLAS, .., COMP) produced dsireable mean - value. weights across the

.

criterion constraints.

[ Nc(p ( .10) ] = N of p < .10 occurrences, where criterion constraint values (CERT,
CLAS, . ., COMP) reflect desireable mean-value weights
across ihe cycliC objective functions.
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abl e. Under maximi zatioin. the re-prediction of

.'frequency (.i.e. the A' of Ailgli1001,aarciss 10 success

'executions) required 5 criterion distributions to formulate..t1:16.

CI:itrtriminant functions". In order of entry and imPortaride,:they,

were:

e selection

1. COMP (budgetary compositet);

2. INST (.instructional materials);

3. CAPI (capital outlay);

PERC (administratison perception); and

5. CLAS (classified salaries).

,

The di scrlini nant re-predicti on (recl tssifA cation of. ot al inclu-
sion 'freqUeP6):resulted in .4 over-estimates' arid: 5 under-.

estimates for -a final '70,97 percent accuracy (repredictabtl

' otherMinimization resblts on the other hand 6

distributions to formulate the discriminant fun ions :-

1. COMP. (budgetar composites);

2. BENE teMployee fits);

3. CONT (contractual services);

4. TRAV (travel expenditures

5. CAPI (capital outlay);and
6. SUPL ,(supl i es and materials).

7 '

a Discriminant -re-prediction yielded 3 over-estimates and 2 under-

estimates for a total accuracy factor of 83.87 percent. It would-
,

seem, that the criterion distributions are much more useful in

predicting individual inclusion, then in determining total inclu-

sion across all criterion objective functions.

Non-solution results. As was evidenced in the restricted

environment results, only minimization within a relaxed region

produced instances (3) of non-solution; they were:
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1. btAACfassified salaries);

2. CAUAtapital outlay); and

3. COMP:(b4dgetary composites).



PART IV

FUTUREOF'ROOAK MODELING AND

Q

RELATEO:MAM FRAMEWORKS



SUMMARY OF THE "MAM" FRAMEWORK AND "ROLBAK" 4

This stUdy.haS sought to demonstrate the utilAty of the

multiple alternative modeling formulatiOb (MAM? in detei.mining
,

program units. for continued finding during a fiscal crisis.
A

Based. LipOn an. acceptance of criterion-referenced, model for simtA

vlating future, probable' decisionirig altel:natives,the'MAM fittal

mod 1, ROLBAK, evaluated various forms of data under different+

system goialSItonstraints), in order to observe,,,the effect upon.,...,

decisiOn.4n king;, that is, :which program'units, to continue, and

which to "deal locate. Like, the school. and turriculum.

et-i-y-ilti7p-ack-aging models :preceding-it-, this ,f ro 1 1-back

model will assist program administrators. as they .seek teicontinue '

program operation at animal level, though in..,a,state.of

reduced funding.

The. Mul tiol e-Al ternatives Formulization

The mUltiple-'alternativeS model (MAM) has been devised for "

the situations in which multiple solutions., are requtred. SchOol

ClosureS,reqUire Imre than one site be selected to remediate

existing, declining enrollment impacts and wastage of low

capita expenditUres. Curriculum activity packaging requires the

.6est possibieTOTi-tif-Thsfi.uctional. activities to match desired

outcomes. And, funding crises require some select number of

prograMs- be designated for discontinuance.

.

The MAM concept models 'these evaluation complexes through

the use of systems of linear inequalities4and equalities,,. Each

inequality (or equal ity)' represents a specific objective pre-

defined by the decisionmaker; criterion re4enced and labeleq, a
*
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4

constraint (to final solution selection). The system of ine-

qaalities and equalities relate elth constraint objective to each

of thebecisiOn alternatives being modeled (evaluated for poten-

tia
t.,

l inclustioetwitethe final solution set). In addition, some

one.or several criterion vectors is (are) selected to act as the.
4
overallAffideto decisional optimality, as the objective'4

ofunction.
'10

Qs

-,-----The1114343AK- Multtp-te-Atternatives ModeT

The NOLBAK modeling structure studied within this paper,

presents.a-UAM-adaptation to assist decisionmakers whenprogram

areas must be 'cut'(i.e. deallocated) due to reduced funding.

110LBAK. exists as a sane and rational altervativf to the usual

percentaqe-cut adrossthe-board; and allows the administrator to

systematically criterion-reference such complex decision.

Criterion-referenced constraints have been shown to poten7

tially include budgets by object classification; surveyed percep-

tion of affected-participants, and total budgetary composite

Control. :(In' addition, the utility of varying criterion: control

(objective function)-has-beenillustrated.

omplex-4proaehesto Comp-I-exIssue

Amw 14
;)le

The_authors.maintain that issues involving many pOtTitial ,

solutions are indeed too complex for the human mind to,

comprehend. Main-effects and interactive-effects' modeling simu-

laiiOns provide a valid and reliable methcidology for evaluating 4e-
. ,

the MAM environment.. Without §ucii formulationt, complex

decision- making is little more than lfpart "experienee"and

4

4
?
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4-parts "blind luck" ( and often with less than successful

reults).

But the main areas of criticism will still prevail. First,

that the need to quantify the criteria requires a greater cam-

,\ mittment to criterion-referencing than many decision-makers

possess. Secondly, that high degrees of time, effort and

sophistication are required of individuals who posSess little of

the above. .And finally, -that the system requires optimally a

-computer; and human-based solutions should 'never' (?) be based

upon computer analysis.

As social scientists -and humansT-slintrfitan-eotrsly;-we
A

acknowledge these misgivings for what they are; and disagree ami-

cably (sometimes).

The Future of MAM Design

The matching of micro-computerized hardware and software to

desired instructional objectives; the evaluation of item analysis

techniques for designing computer-assisted survey techniques; and

the consolidation of school districts -- are a relatively small

but representati've sampling of areas where this author is

currently developing future MAM applications. Wherever a poten-
_ .

.tial for multiple solutions exists, the multiple alternatives

.model will be there. - Multiple alternatives modeling is-.not the

wave of the future -- it is the eailable tool of today. Do
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